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Introduction

Illustration 1: Our goal: We are given collections of photos, 3D meshes, handdrawn scribbles
or other visual data. Each object in these collections is tagged with a set of text labels. We
want to utilize machine learning in order to answer questions about the meaning and relation
of objects, or to retrieve specific kinds of objects from a collection.
Digital visual data comes in a variety of forms. There are manually modeled 3D shapes, 3D
scans of realworld scenes, two dimensional photographs and handdrawn sketches. We as
humans have an amazing capability at assigning meaning to such data. If we see a photo
graph, we can immediately tell which objects it is composed of. We can describe the photo by
means of words, or by drawing a sketch capturing important aspects of the photo. If we are
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given a digital 3D model together with the appropriate visualization software, we can easily
understand its structure. We can segment it into symmetric parts, into semantic object
parts, and separate interesting features of the model from less salient background regions.
It has been a longgoing endeavor to teach these skills which we so often consider trivial to a
computer. In the 2010 Iron Man 2 film by Marvel Comics, the super hero Tony Stark hands
his computer a scaleddown model of a theme park. After the computer scans and digitalizes
the model, Tony asks “How many buildings are there?”. The computer replies: “Shall I
include the hot dog stands?”. This scene from a science fiction movie is a prime example of
computers assigning semantic meanings and automatically structuring a shape.
In 1969, a group of researches at the university of Edinburgh built a simple robot called
“Freddy” which task was to recognize objects it looked at through a video camera. Freddy
already utilized machine learning and could be trained to recognize new objects. Its capabil
ities were limited though, as it could only detect relatively simple objects which were placed
in isolation on a special table. The limited computational power available at the time also
made the process slow (roughly 10 minutes to classify an object). Details on Freddy can be
found in [Barrow et al. 1969]. Detecting individual objects in photographs composed of many
different objects, with varying lighting conditions and taken from a number of different
perspectives was out of reach at that time. Since then, research in the area of computer
vision has made great progress in solving this problem. Other research has focused on
locating symmetric (reappearing and/or similar) parts in 3D data, or on the retrieval of 3D
shapes from a shape database based on a key word or scribble query.
The recent availability of crowdsourced data bases such as Flickr for images or Google 3D
Warehouse for 3D shapes makes access to vast amounts of visual data easier than ever
before. These publicly available data bases consist of pictures and 3D meshes respectively
uploaded by a large number of different users. While the images and shapes in these data
bases come annotated with userprovided semantic labels, those annotations are often noisy
and inconsistent (see for example Illustration 11). Organizing these data sets by semantic
criteria therefore remains a difficult task.
In this thesis, our goal is to develop a method which – based on a large amount of input data
from one or multiple crowdsourced data bases – can reliably answer questions involving the
semantic meaning of the visual data. We look at existing techniques to approach this
problem of semantic structuring with a special focus on 3D shapes. We suggest own exten
sions to these techniques, and evaluate their effects.
In chapter 2 we look at how shapes can be represented in a form which makes their inter
pretation by a computer easier. We then continue by looking at methods for establishing an
association between semantic labels and shapes in chapter 3. Finally, we propose a method
which enables the computer to derive an integrated notion of semantic structures across
different forms of visual data, and evaluate the method on 3D shapes, 2D photographs and
handdrawn sketches in chapter 4.
Our contributions are as follows: We successfully applied the “WSABIE” method of [Weston
et al. 2011] to 3D shapes. Originally, the WSABIE method was developed for and evaluated
on photographs only. We quantitatively evaluated different aspects of this method and could
demonstrate performance benefits compared to a commonly used baseline method (linear
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Support Vector Machines). Furthermore, we compared different shape representations
(descriptors) and could significantly improve over an existing standard descriptor by using
our own extension of the twodimensional HOG descriptor to 3D shapes. Finally, our method
for the semantic structuring of multimodal data shows promising results, and we present an
application for interactively exploring a semantically structured space of visual data. We
believe that our method can be easily expanded to cover even nonvisual modalities such as
sound or text, making it a very powerful tool for tasks which involve a wide range of multi
modal data.

3

4

2

Representing Objects

Illustration 2: Objects of varying size and complexity (here: 3D meshes) are converted into a
fixedlength real descriptor vector. While some information is usually lost during this trans
formation, the fixed size representation allows for easier processing and can be designed to
exhibit certain invariance properties (e.g. invariance against rotation and scaling). Meshes
from Google 3D Warehouse.
Many machine learning algorithms require that observations are represented as vectors
from a fixed vector space. Furthermore, the learning problem can be strongly simplified if we
can obtain a representation which is invariant under variations that are irrelevant for the
semantics of an observation, while still catching its most relevant properties. While it
depends on the application which kinds of information are relevant and which should be
ignored, there are some heuristics that often apply. For example if the task is to perform
object recognition in photographs, it is usually desirable to obtain a representation that is as
invariant as possible with respect to varying lighting conditions and different perspectives.
A descriptor is a function that takes input data and converts it into a fixedlength vector. We
consider descriptors for 2D RGB images and for 3D shapes. RGB is a way to encode a color

c ∈C as a threedimensional vector, specifically C :=[0,1]3 where its components correspond
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to the intensities of red, green and blue light frequencies respectively. A two dimensional
RGB image is a partial function i :ℝ2 C defined on a rectangular area [0, w]×[0, h] where
w and h correspond to the width and height of the image. A 3D shape is a 2manifold
⊂ℝ3 . Intuitively, the manifold property means that a 3D shape is a thin surface in the
three dimensional Euclidean space.
An image descriptor is a function Dimg : P  ℝ2 C  ℝ d where P ° denotes the power set
and d ∈ℕ is the dimensionality of the resulting descriptor vector. Analogously a 3D shape
descriptor is a function D shape : P  ℝ3  ℝ d . In the following, we use the word descriptor to
refer to both the descriptor function D img or D shape as well as to the vectors that result from
applying this function to a given image or shape.
The general goal of a descriptor is to provide an efficiently computable mean for comparing
two pieces of data with respect to the criteria that are relevant for the application at hand.
Many descriptors are designed to have a specific component of it encode a specific character
istic of the underlying data. Quantitatively comparing the characteristics of the underlying
data can then be accomplished by computing the Euclidean or a similar distance between the
corresponding descriptor vectors.
The descriptors we look at describe local properties of geometry and images respectively.
This means that in order to compute a descriptor, a center position in the shape has to be
specified, and the descriptor will be a different one for different center positions. While local
descriptors can be applied to a shape in total (e.g. by using the center of mass as the
descriptor center in a 3D shape), we assume that they are applied to a number of local posi 
tions all over the shape and we later combine these local descriptors into a global descriptor
for the object using the bag of features model (see 2.1.3).

2.1

Related Work

There are many different kinds of descriptors available. Among the most common ones for
2D images are the Scale Invariant Image Transform (“SIFT”) [Lowe 1999], 2D spin image
descriptors [Lazebnik et al. 2003] and Histogram of Oriented Gradient descriptors (“HOG”
descriptor) [Dalal et al. 2005]. [Winder et al. 2007] propose a framework in which descriptors
themselves can be learned. Their model is expressive enough to cover both SIFT and spin
image descriptors among many others. We look at HOG descriptors in more detail in 2.1.1.
For 3D shapes, some of the 2D image descriptors have more or less direct counterparts. Spin
images were originally proposed for 3D shapes by [Johnson et al. 1999]. Harmonic Shape
Descriptors [Kazhdan et al. 2003] utilize a transformation to a Spherical Harmonics basis in
order to derive a rotation invariant representation of local geometry. [Gatzke et al. 2005]
propose a descriptor which is based on curvature values along intrinsic “fans” spreading
from a given point. A descriptor that purely depends on intrinsic properties of the geometry
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and is therefore invariant under some more complex extrinsic transformations of a mesh was
proposed by [Tevs et al. 2011]. We take a closer look at Harmonic Shape Descriptors and also
propose a way to adapt 2D HOG descriptors to 3D shapes.
In 2.1.3, we cover the “bag of features” technique which can be used to combine local descrip
tors into a global description of a shape or image and briefly mention more sophisticated
models that can be built out of local descriptors.

2.1.1

HOG Image Descriptor

Illustration 3: Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) descriptor: The local gradients of an
image are assigned to a fixed number of spatial bins. Each spatial bin is further subdivided
into multiple rotational bins, to which the gradients are assigned based on their orientation.
The histogram that counts the number of local gradients assigned to a given bin form the
descriptor. Note that while we apply the HOG descriptor globally to the whole image in this
example, it is typically applied to a local neighborhood around a given center point only.
[Dalal et al. 2005] introduce a descriptor for images which they call the HOG descriptor
(Histogram of Oriented Gradients). The idea behind HOG descriptors is shown in Illustra
tion 3. Both the number of spatial and rotational bins can vary depending on the application.
Furthermore, the rotational bins can either take the sign of the gradient into consideration
and span a full 360 degrees, or ignore the sign, in which case they span just 180 degrees of
the circle. [Dalal et al. 2005] achieved the best results in their application of detecting
humans by using relatively fine rotational histogram bins (around 9) and relatively coarse
positional histogram bins (3x3 in their case). They further added a “contrastnormalization”
step to make the descriptor robust under both global and local changes in image contrast. By
themselves, gradients are already invariant under additive changes of illumination. Thanks
to the use of a histogram, small variations in both rotation and position can be eliminated.
Note that HOG descriptors are still sensitive to large rotations. Specifically, changes in
image perspective can have a huge impact on the descriptor. For photos, this is sometimes
not a huge problem, as the upward direction is usually fixed, and the majority of photos are
taken with a camera orientation almost parallel to the ground. From [Dalal et al. 2005]:
“The subjects are always upright, but with some partial occlusions and a wide range of vari
ations in pose, appearance, clothing, illumination and background. ”
In chapter 4.3, we will apply HOG descriptors not only for representing photographs, but
also for handdrawn scribbles. Thanks to the configurability of HOG descriptors, we can
adapt the descriptor to cope well with the specific properties of such drawings. In a work
specifically aimed at working with scribbles, [Eitz et al. 2012] use Gaborfilter based descrip
7

tors, which – similar to HOG features – decomposes the local image data based on the rota
tion of lines or edges. They also divide a local image patch into multiple “tiles”, which is
comparable to the spatial bins of the HOG descriptor. They found that having 4 different
orientations (spread over a 180 degrees) and a 4x4 grid of tiles yielded the best overall
results in their retrieval application. We use the same parameters for our HOG descriptor
when representing scribbles.

2.1.2

Harmonic Shape Descriptor

Illustration 4: Harmonic Shape Descriptors: Spherical shells at different radii are intersected
with the input shape. The twodimensional geometry on the surface of the shells is trans
formed into frequency and phase components by a spherical harmonics transform. The phase
is discarded, and the frequency spectra from the different shells constitute the harmonic
shape descriptor.
Harmonic Shape Descriptors ([Kazhdan et al. 2003]) represent a local volumetric interpreta
tion of a shape in a rotation invariant manner. This is especially useful for 3D meshes, where
the rotation of surface patches can vary widely. The descriptor is computed as follows: First,
the mesh is converted into a volumetric shape V . In contrast to our earlier definition of a
shape  as a thin 2manifold in ℝ3 , V ⊃ is constructed from  by adding a small ball
around each point c ∈ . More precisely, x ∈V ⇔ x ∈∨ ∃c∈ s.t. x ∈ B c  where B c 
is the ball of radius  around the center c .
Then, for a given point x ∈V , a number of
spherical shells of different radii around x
are intersected with V . The volume inter
secting with each shell is approximated as
a
linear
combination
of
spherical
harmonics basis functions. The spherical
harmonics basis is similar to the Fourier
basis, but represents a function on a three
dimensional sphere. Only the energies of
the different frequency components are
pertained. The concatenated energy spectra
from all of the shells yields the Harmonic
Shape Descriptor. By removing phase infor

Illustration 5: A rotation of the inner part of
this airplane model yields the same harmonic
shape descriptor as the unrotated version.
This represents a case where the harmonic
shape descriptor loses relevant information.
Illustration from [Kazhdan et al. 2003].
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mation and keeping only the energy distribution of the frequency components, the descriptor
gains invariance against rotation. However, it also loses information about the relative phase
between the frequency components. Another disadvantage of the HSD is that the relative
orientation of the volumes across the shells of different radii is lost in the descriptor. Each
shell can be rotated against the remaining shells without influencing the resulting
descriptor. The effect is illustrated in Illustration 5.

2.1.3

Bag of Features Model

Illustration 6: Bag of features descriptor: The input data is partitioned into parts. A local
descriptor is calculated for each part. The descriptors are then assigned to a dictionary bin.
The number of assigned parts per bin yields a histogram which constitutes the bag of features
descriptor.
We have seen how to calculate descriptors for local patches of images and 3D shapes. In
order to obtain a constantsize descriptor vector for a whole observation, we use the following
technique, commonly known as the bag of words or bag of features descriptor: First, we
calculate local descriptors for all patches for all of the training observations. Then, we cluster
the resulting descriptors to build a dictionary of reference descriptors. There are different
ways in which the dictionary can be obtained (see [Coates et al. 2011] for an evaluation of
different methods), such as kmeans clustering or randomly picking reference samples from
the set of calculated patch descriptors. In our experiments, we first reduce the descriptor
space to 16 dimensions using PCA ([Pearson et al. 1901]). PCA gives us a set of orthogonal
eigenvectors together with their eigenvalues. We take the eigenvectors that correspond to the
16 largest eigenvalues and compute their dot products with the descriptors. This provides us
with a 16dimensional vector of coefficients for each descriptor, on which we then perform k
means clustering in order to select k cluster means for our dictionary. The rationale behind
performing a dimensionality reduction first is that performing k means in high dimensional
spaces quickly becomes unreliably and inefficient, due to the “curse of dimensionality”.
When uniformly sampling random points in a Euclidean space, the “curse of dimensionality”
describes the effect that pairwise distances between such points become increasingly similar
as the dimensionality of the space increases. For highdimensional spaces, this renders
Euclidean distances almost useless for obtaining information on where the points are located
(see e.g. [Beyer et al. 1999] for more details). To compute the bag of features histogram for a
given observation, we assign each part descriptor to the reference descriptor from the dictio 
nary which is closest to the descriptor in a Euclidean sense (alternative assignment schemes
are discussed in [Coates et al. 2011]). The resulting bag of features descriptor is then given
9

by the histogram over the clusters. For our application, we rescale each bin of the histogram
individually to improve the performance of the descriptor under certain conditions further.
Specifically, each bin is rescaled by the reciprocal of the total count of parts that are assigned
to this bin across all training shapes. The rationale behind this modification is the fact that
some parts appear a lot more often than others (e.g. parts of a flat surface). However the less
frequently occurring parts are often at least as relevant for the characterization of a shape.
Some learning methods such as support vector machines (see chapter 3.1.2) or WSABIE
(see 3.1.3) are sensitive to this kind of imbalance, because they rely on symmetric regular
izers.1 Finally, we also normalize the overall descriptor vector in order to achieve invariance
against varying patch counts.

Illustration 7: Both meshes are tagged as "chair" (among other tags in the case of the living
room). However their global shapes are vastly different. Both meshes contain local parts
which are characteristic for the "chair" attribute though. Meshes from Google 3D Warehouse.
A special property of bag of features descriptors is the fact that they ignore both absolute as
well as relative positions of the patches. This can be an advantage, if observation are compo
sitions of objects or characteristic elements, where their (relative) positions are unstable. An
example are photographs that show complex scenes combining a variety of different objects
(e.g. trees, cars and humans), where the positions of the objects in the scenes is not consis
tent across pictures. There can however be cases where relevant information is lost due to
this invariance. Constellation models (e.g. [Fergus et al. 2005]) are a way to reestablish the
relative locality of parts. However they are more complex to use and implement, and we do
not cover them here in more detail.

Sampling Local Descriptors
We have seen how a set of locally computed descriptors can be combined into a single perob
ject descriptor. A question which remains is how many and where within an object the local
descriptors should be computed. For images, we compute descriptors along a regularly
spaced grid. We remove high image frequencies by filtering the image through a Gaussian
filter. HOG descriptors have a limited spatial resolution. We chose the resolution of the HOG
descriptors (specifically the size of their spatial bins) to match the Nyquist frequency of the
1 In the context of an optimization problem, a symmetric regularizer is a regularizer which is invariant
under rotations of the solution (such as the

L 2 norm

and in contrast to for example the

L1 norm).

Both

WSABIE and linear SVM apply their regularizers to the coefficients of a linear classification function. In
this setting, the linear classifier will be penalized by a symmetric regularizer if it attempts to scale some
components of the descriptor much higher than others.
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grid spacing and the Gaussian filter bandwidth. When discretely sampling a continuous
signal, the Nyquist frequency is the highest frequency that the signal may contain without
introducing loss of information or distortions when reconstructing the continuous signal
from its discretely sampled counterpart later. This is known as the NyquistShannon
sampling theorem, and the Nyquist frequency can be shown to be half of the sampling reso
lution (here: the diagonal of the HOG bins). Note that the theorem does not say that
encoding any continuous signal by a discretely sampled representation at sampling rate r
allows a full reconstruction of all frequencies f ≤0.5 r . In contrast, the continuous signal
must already be guaranteed to contain no frequencies f 0.5 r before it is sampled. Other
wise higher frequencies will typically introduce distortions on the lower frequencies during
reconstruction. Hence the need for Gaussian filtering in our approach. In practice, we use a
grid spacing of 1/16 of the total image width or height, whichever is greater. This results in
up to 256 local descriptors per image.
The same principles carry over to 3D shapes. Again we use a regularly spaced grid along
which to compute local descriptors. Just as in the case of 2D HOG descriptors, their 3D coun
terparts that we introduce in chapter 2.2.1 have a well defined spatial resolution. The same
holds for Harmonic Shape Descriptors, which resolution is given by the spacing of the spher
ical shells and the number of spherical harmonics considered. Often, many of the points on
the grid are located in empty space. We ignore these regions, and only compute descriptors
where they intersect with the shape. We use a grid spacing of 0.01  l with l being the
maximal diagonal length of the shape.
None of the local descriptors we describe in this thesis are invariant under rescaling of a
shape or image. In many data sets, this is a problem because the scale of a given object is not
well defined. In photographs, the size of an object depends on its distance to the camera. 3D
meshes often do not come with an absolute scale. To counteract this issue, we compute local
descriptors at different scales. In addition to the fine grids mentioned so far, we also
compute descriptors along grids that have 1.5n times the grid spacing of the finest level
grid. The Gaussian filtering and resolutions of the descriptors are adapted correspondingly.
In practice, we use values for n from 1 to 5, yielding a total of 6 grid levels. Local descriptors
from all scales are combined into the same bag of features descriptor.
As a measure to reduce computational costs, we compute 3D descriptors only at locations
where the shape has a certain minimum principal curvature. This has the effect of ignoring
essentially flat regions of a surface. These regions often make up large parts of a shape,
while conveying little specific information about it. On the data sets we have tested, this
filtering reduces the number of local descriptors by a factor of 5 to 20 without negatively
impacting the performance of the resulting bag of feature descriptors in our applications.
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2.2

Our Extensions

The rotation invariant representation obtained by the Harmonic Shape Descriptor makes its
application to 3D models where their orientation is unknown and/or inconsistent very conve
nient. However not only is the relative local rotation of geometry completely lost, but HSD is
also relatively fuzzy when it comes to representing sharp edges in a piece of geometry. The
HSD does not directly encode changes in the surface normals. Such edges can often convey
valuable information on a characteristic shape though.
We propose an adaptation of the 2D HOG descriptor to 3D shapes. We will also see how a
consistent orientation of a local piece of geometry can be established in many typical cases.

2.2.1

Extending HOG to 3D

We use an interpretation of HOG features
applied to 3D meshes and/or 3D point clouds.
The idea is to replace the image gradients used
in HOG descriptors by an oriented 3D counter
part. We have experimented with two variants
of our descriptor: First, we used the oriented
principal curvature along a 3D manifold.
Secondly, we used the surface normals to build
the histograms. We call these descriptors HOC
descriptors for “Histogram of Oriented Curva
tures” and HON descriptors for “Histogram of
Oriented Normals” respectively.
While in images we assumed that the upward
direction was more or less stable, and it was
possible to derive a full canonical coordinate
system by taking the direction orthogonal to
the upward direction as the second axis, this is
not possible in 3D anymore. For many usergen
erated models there still is a common canonical
upward direction. However different orthogonal
pairs can be picked for the two remaining axes
by rotating them around the upward direction. Illustration 8: Principal curvature of a
In order to build a consistently oriented 3D manifold. Illustration by M. Wand.
histogram around a given point on the shape
surface, we use the average normal around the point as a second direction. We assume that
normal directions are given. Where that is not the case, the normals can be estimated in a
preprocessing step by performing a PCA analysis ([Pearson et al. 1901]) of the local geom
etry around each surface point. For building the histogram, we first project all surface points
onto the plane defined by the normal, and then use the projection of the upward direction
onto this plane to fix the orientation of the histogram on the plane. The sign of the normal
fixes the clockwise/anticlockwise direction. The process is illustrated in Illustration 9.
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Illustration 9: Fixing a local coordinate frame: The surface normal defines a plane in 3D
space. We assume a known upward direction. Its projection onto the plane and the orthogonal
direction fix two axes. Finally, the sign of the normal fixes a clockwise direction on the plane.
Thanks to the way we fix the local coordinate frame, our HOC and HON descriptors are
invariant under rotations, as long as the upward direction remains intact. Additionally, we
normalize the resulting histograms, in order to obtain a) invariance under changes of the
sampling density in 3D point clouds and b) invariance under scaling of the curvatures in the
case of HOC descriptors. Please note that the latter does not imply invariance under uniform
scaling of the whole shape, as the assignment of surface points into the spatial bins will still
change.
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3

Learning Semantic Attributes

Illustration 10: We are given a set of training meshes, each with an associated set of semantic
tags. We use machine learning in order to learn an association between geometry and tags.
Our goal is to answer queries regarding the meaning of a shape, or to retrieve shapes from a
database by their tags (including shapes without a known tag set).
Assume that we are given a set of input meshes X , each of them represented by its d 
dimensional descriptor. Additionally, we assume that each training observation x ∈ X has a
known associated set of text labels Y x ⊂Y that specifies certain aspects of its semantic
∣ ∣

meaning. By Y ⊂{ 0, 1 } Y we denote the set of all labels occurring in the input data. We use the
convention that an individual label is represented as a vector which has a one at exactly one
coordinate, and zeros everywhere else, that is ∀ y ∈Y ,∥ y∥=1 . Note that the label sets given
in the input data can be noisy and/or incomplete. In fact some data sources such as Google
3D Warehouse show label sets which are very noisy and contain a high number of both
semantically and geometrically vague or inconclusive labels (such as “awesome” or
“greatest”). An example for such a label set is shown in Illustration 11. Based on such
training data, our goal in this chapter is to obtain a way to reliably predict the semantic
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labels for a previously unseen 3D mesh. Some of the methods we will look at also allow to
work in the other direction, and can be used to locate meshes that best adhere to a number
of query labels.

Illustration 11: An example of a noisy label set for a model from Google 3D Warehouse. Model
and labels by user 3Dprincess343.
All methods we will look at make use of the following prior: We assume that observations
x , x ' ∈X that have similar descriptors also are semantically similar. For most kinds of
descriptors, this translates to “what looks similar, is semantically similar”. While this
assumption might not always hold, there is also a pragmatic reason for why is makes sense
to assume this prior: if the input data contains Gaussian noise or there are any numerical
instabilities in the computation of the descriptors, these factors will lead to slight variations
in the descriptor values. These slight variations should not have a dramatic impact on the
associated labels.
If the space of sets of labels was continuous (or more generally a topological space), this prior
could be formalized as follows: We assume that there exists an optimal (in the Bayesian
sense) classifier f :ℝ d  P Y  , mapping a given descriptor to a set of labels, which is also a
continuous function. However, the power set P Y  is not by itself a topological space, and a
continuous function cannot be defined on it. Completely formalizing the prior for P Y  is
difficult. A weaker, but still useful version of the prior can be formalized as follows: There
exists an optimal classifier f :ℝ d  P Y  , such that the set of points x ∈ℝd at which f is not
constant (more specifically: at which there exists no ball of radius 0 with center x over
which f is constant), is a thin set.
We look at a number of existing methods for label prediction in chapter 3.1. We then propose
a number of adaptations to one of those methods in chapter 3.2, and finally perform an
extensive evaluation of the methods and our proposed adaptations on both 3D mesh and 2D
photo data sets in chapter 3.3.
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3.1

Related Work

A broad variety of shape retrieval methods have been proposed. Shape retrieval allows to
retrieve shapes from a database which are similar to a given query shape, and in some cases
to retrieve shapes based on a query label as well. Many methods are based on a robustly
designed descriptor, on top of which a similarity between shapes can be defined. The SHREC
Shape Retrieval Contest is held annually to compare results of current developments in this
area. An overview of recent methods and their performance can be found in the results of
SHREC 2012 [Li et al. 2012]. We take a look at the K Nearest Neighbor retrieval method,
which is based on a distance metric defined on top of a descriptor, in chapter 3.1.1. Other
methods employ learning to improve the similarity metric for the specific task given. Based
on an annotated set of training shapes, a classifier is trained to reliably separate shapes
from different semantic classes. Among others, this has been done by [Li et al. 2007], who
use a special kernel over local surface descriptors for training an SVM. [Bronstein et al.
2011] apply a method called similaritysensitive hashing to improve classification results. We
have a closer look at linear support vector machines (SVM) in chapter 3.1.2, which is a very
frequently used method for learning classifiers. Finally, we look at the WSABIE method in
chapter 3.1.3 which specifically aims at learning image attributes in large scale databases
with noisy annotations. The method itself can be applied to other kinds of input data as well,
and we will see how it performs for classifying 3D shapes later.
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3.1.1

K Nearest Neighbor

Illustration 12: K Nearest Neighbor querying example. We are given a number of training
descriptors in ℝd with associated labels (car, bike, house). We obtain predictions for the
queries q 1 and q 2 by considering their k nearest neighbors in the training set. We show hypo
thetical predictions for k=1 and k=3.
The k nearest neighbor (short: kNN) method is one of the easiest methods for label predic
tion. We assume a set of training observations S represented by their descriptors
d
x 1 , ... , x∣S∣∈ℝ . Further, we assume that each training observation x i has a single associated
groundtruth label y i ∈Y . Our goal is to predict the label of a nontraining observation with
descriptor x .

Assume that we have a distance metric dist :ℝ d ×ℝd  ℝ + on the descriptor space ℝd . We
define the dissimilarity of two observations through the distance dist between their respec
tive descriptors. For kNN, this distance metric is fixed a priori. In chapter 3.1.3 we describe
a method which – while sharing some concepts with kNN – derives a similarity measure
specifically tailored to the training data given. Here we make the additional assumption that
observations that are similar with respect to this definition, also – at least in tendency –
share the same label. From this assumption follows a very easy method for predicting the
label of x : We look through the training descriptors x 1 , ... , x∣S∣ , and pick the one that has the
smallest distance to x . Assume this descriptor is x i . Then, we can predict the label for x to
be y i . After all, it looks similar to x i which also has this label. This is the simplest form of
the k nearest neighbor method with k =1 . The k =1 simply means that we have considered
only one neighbor of x in the descriptor space, here x i .
We can extend this method to k 1 . Instead of just determining the training observation
that is closest to x , we determine the k closest ones, x 's k nearest neighbors. Assume that
we have determined x 1 , ... , x k to be those neighbors. We can do so without losing generality,
as the indexes of the training observations can be permuted arbitrarily. If y 1=...= y k , we
would obviously predict y= y 1=...= y k . However it can happen that the neighbors do not
agree on a single tag. A frequently used method to solve such conflicts is to predict the label
that receives the highest number of votes among the k nearest neighbors. If the result is still
ambiguous, higher weights can be assigned to the votes of closer neighbors. This can be done
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in a way which guarantees an unambiguous result (assuming no two neighbors have the
same distance to x ). Alternatively, one could dynamically increase the number of neighbors
considered until the ambiguity is resolved
The k nearest neighbor method comes with a number of limitations. First, it usually requires
a high number of training samples. It relies on the ability to find a similar looking observa
tion in the training set. In contrast to some other methods, it cannot learn deeper structures
in the data. For example assume a case where out of all the components of the descriptors,
only one actually determines the label. With symmetric metrics such as the Euclidean one,
the prediction results will be heavily influenced by the values of the remaining components.
The knearest neighbor method cannot detect the underlying structure, and has to rely on a
sufficiently dense sampling of the descriptor space through a high number of training obser
vations.
Another problem with k nearest neighbor methods is the so called curse of dimensionality. If
the descriptor space is relatively highdimensional (e.g. d =128 ), two problems arise. First,
many metrics become very unreliable. Specifically, pairwise distances between uniformly
distributed points in the high dimensional space become increasingly similar, making them a
bad criteria for distinguishing between points. A theoretic and empirical evaluation of this
problem can be found in [Beyer et al. 1999]. Secondly, many implementations of k nearest
neighbor search become computationally inefficient for high dimensions (e.g. kdtrees).
Certain tricks can be used to mitigate these problems. For the latter problem, approximate
nearest neighbor (ANN) techniques such as [Arya et al. 1994] can be used. Generally, this
will lead to less accurate prediction results. Another method is to reduce the dimensionality
of the data. In contrast to ANN algorithms, this can also improve the stability of the distance
metric. An often used dimensionality reduction approach is the principal component anal
ysis, or PCA ([Pearson et al. 1901]). PCA first recenters the data points such that the mean
of the data end up at the origin, and then determines orthogonal directions of maximal vari
ation between the data points. The descriptors can then be converted to a lowerdimensional
representation through a simple affine transformation. In cases where the relevant compo
nents of the data lie in a lowdimensional subspace of the descriptor space, the dimension
ality reduction through PCA will lose little information and work well to improve the
running time of the algorithm (compare [Beyer et al. 1999]).
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3.1.2

Linear Support Vector Machine

Illustration 13: Linear Support Vector Machines: Linearly separable classes (here: car and
bike) can be separated by a linear hyperplane. Usually, the separating hyperplane is not
unique and can be translated and/or rotated. The maxmargin hyperplane is a canonical
separating hyperplane used in Support Vector Machines (in circles: the support vectors). Soft
Margin Support Vector Machines can be used to handle nonlinearly separable data sets.
Linear support vector machines (SVM), initially introduced in [Cortes et al. 1995] as
“SupportVector Networks”, solve learning problems where there are two nonempty classes
of observations in ℝd which can be separated by a hyperplane through ℝd . More specifically,
if there are classes y 1 , y 2 , a support vector machine will learn a classifier w , b∈ℝ d such
that w⋅x i −b0 for all observations x i of class y 1 and w⋅x i −b0 for all observations of class

y 2 . At first, we will assume that such a classifier exists. Data for which this is the case is
called “linearly separable”. In general, there are multiple such classifiers which perform
equally well on the training data. Support vector machines use the concept of a “maximal
margin” to pick a canonical one. We look at how this is done and what the “support vectors”
in a support vector machine are. Afterwards, we look at “soft margin” support vector
machines, which allow to find a canonical classifier also in cases where only a subset of the
data is linearly separable. Finally, we will see how multiple support vector machines – each
being capable of handling two classes only – can be combined to perform multiclass predic
tions, as required in our label prediction problem.
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Assume that we have found a separating hyperplane H := { x∈ℝ d | w⋅x −b=0 } . This hyper
plane is often not a unique solution to the problem posed above. Illustration 13 shows an
example for such a case. Still, it seems that intuitively, some of the solutions would gener 
alize better to unknown data than others. Support vector machines use the maximum
margin criteria for picking a unique solution. The margin of a hyperplane H is defined as

m S  H := min

x i ∈ S , x∈ H

{∥ x i− x∥}

An SVM picks from all the separating hyperplanes the one that maximizes m S  H  . We call

 . Illustration 13 demonstrates the process. It follows
this maximummargin hyperplane H
from the definition of the margin that there is a certain set of points which lie exactly on the
 , there is at least one point per class lying on
margin. For the maximummargin solution H
the margin. If this was not the case, the hyperplane could be slightly shifted towards the
class which does not have a data point on the margin, thereby increasing the margin. This
 . The points on the margin are called the
contradicts the maximummargin assumption on H
“support vectors” of the support vector machine. We can modify the initial definition of a
hyperplane which separated the classes y 1 , y 2 to incorporate the concept of the margin:
without loss of generality, we can replace the criteria w⋅x i −b0 for observations x i of class

y 1 by w⋅x i −b≤−1 , and for the x i of class y 2 by w⋅x i −b≥−1 . This definition is equivalent
to the original one, as the magnitude of w can be freely changed without actually changing
the resulting hyperplane. All hyperplanes { x ∈ℝd |  w⋅x− b=0 } are equivalent for all
≠0
∈ℝ . In this formulation, the margin of a separating hyperplane H can be simplified to

1

{∥ x i− x∥}=∥w∥
x ∈S , x∈ H

m S  H = min
i

As we want to maximize mS  H  , the resulting optimization problem is as follows:

min∥w∥ subject to ∀ x ∈ S , w⋅x −b
w,b

i

i

{ ≤−1
≥1

if x i is of class y 1
if x i is of class y 2

To simplify the optimization of the problem, min w , b∥w ∥ is often replaced by min
w,b

{ 12∥w∥ }
2

,

which reaches its minimum at the same parameters as the original formulation.
So far we have assumed that the given training data is linearly separable. In reality, data is
often noisy, the descriptors used might not always contain enough information (or contains it
in a form not suitable for linearly separating the data), or some of the data points might have
been mislabeled with the wrong class. We would like to derive an adaptation of the support
vector machine optimization problem which still has a solution in such cases. Also, we want
the solution to be “as close as possible” to the maximummargin solution in the case of
completely linearly separable training data. Please note that we still maintain the require
ment that a majority of the data can be linearly separated. We will look at an alternative for
nonlinear classification in chapter 3.2.3. [Cortes et al. 1995] introduce the idea of a “soft
margin” solution. A soft margin of a hyperplane is a margin which can be penetrated by
some of the data points. Formally, we relax our previous hard constraint w⋅x i −b≤−1 (for
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y 1 ) to w⋅x i −b≤−1i , where i∈ℝ ≥0 is called the “slack variable” for x i . We do the same
for y 2 . We can then formulate the optimization objective such that penetrating the margin is
discouraged, but permissible when necessary:

{

∣S∣

}

1
2
min ∥w∥ C ∑ i subject to ∀ xi ∈ S , w⋅x i−b
w ,b , 2
i=1

{ ≤−1−
≥1
i

i

if xi is of class y 1
if xi is of class y 2

The parameter C0 determines how strongly a violation of the margin is penalized. The

For

∣S∣

∑i=1 i in combination with the side constraints is often referred to as the hinge loss.
a general classifier f it can be rewritten as loss hinge  x i :=max  0, 1− f  x i t x  , where

term

i

t x =−1 if x i is of class y 1 and t x =1 otherwise.
i

i

We have explained how softmargin support vector machines can be used to learn a classifier
that distinguishes between to classes y 1 , y 2 . Our initial goal was to obtain a classifier for
predicting labels from an arbitrarily sized label set Y . An observation x i could have any label

y i ∈Y assigned to it. We look at two prominent schemes of how binary learning methods and
their resulting classifiers can be combined to multiclass classification methods: The onever
susone, and the oneversusrest scheme.
In oneversusone, we first build all label subsets of size two { y j , y k }⊂Y . We then indepen
dently train a binary SVM for each of those pairs. This yields a classifier

f

j ,k

 x :=

{ yy

j
k

if w j ,k⋅x−b j ,k 0
otherwise

The twoclass classifiers can now be combined into an overall multiclass classifier. Different
methods can be applied. A simple one is to count how many of the binary classifier “vote” for
a specific label, and classifying a given data point as the label that received the highest
number of votes. As an extension, votes can be weighted by how far away the classified data
point is from the respective decision hyperplane (more distance → more stable classification).
A disadvantage of the onevsone schema is that it requires a quadratic number of binary
SVM, and that it might become unreliable if some of the classes have only few training
samples available.

Illustration 14: Onevsrest scheme for applying SVMs to multiclass problems.
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Another common strategy is the onevsrest strategy. Here, we segment the training observa
tions into a set S j containing all samples of class y j and a second set S rest =S −S j . We assign
a separate class y ' ∉Y to the set of observations in S rest and train an SVM, yielding a classi
fier

f j  x:=

{ yy'

j

if w j⋅x−b j 0
otherwise

Again, we combine all of these classifiers (we get ∣Y ∣ of them) into a single multiclass classi
fier. For example we can define the unified classifier as

f  x :=argmin { w j⋅x−b j }
f j  x

Attempts have also been made to adapt the SVM learning objective itself in order to support
multiclass learning directly, for example [Crammer et al. 2001].

3.1.3

Learning a Latent Semantic Space

Illustration 15: Complex label sets from userannotated data can often be reduced to a smaller
number of major semantic concepts. We would like to encourage our learning scheme to auto
matically detect such redundancies in the label sets. Original label set from Google 3D Ware
house.
[Weston et al. 2011] propose a different approach for learning descriptorlabel associations. A
special aspect of their approach is that it forces the learned model to have a low number of
effective dimensions, despite a potentially very highdimensional label space. The method
tries to perform this dimensionality reduction with as little loss of information as possible.
As a consequence, labels which are related in one of the following ways are automatically
detected: 1. labels which frequently occur together in the groundtruth label sets, or 2. labels
for which the associated training objects cannot be discriminated from one another within
the boundaries of the model used and the information available in their descriptors. The
dimensionality reduction can be used to increase the computational efficiency of the model.
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Additionally, it has the effect that strongly related labels are optimized jointly, each taking
advantage of the other labels' training data. This concept is similar to what is often
attempted in recommendation systems, where the goal is to predict the taste of a user based
on only a small number of known ratings or preferences known about them. If a lowdimen
sional “preference space” can be learned from the sparse set of known preferences of a huge
number of users, a small number of known preferences for any given specific user suffices to
constrain their position in this space and recommendations can be made based on that infor
mation. A prominent example is [Rennie et al. 2005].
In this chapter, we first introduce the loss function that [Weston et al. 2011] use in their
training. Next, we look at how they make use of a lowdimensional latent space in order to
regularize the resulting model and speed up the training calculations. Finally we see how
the loss function can be optimized.
For our application, we assume that as input data, we are given a number of training obser 
d

vations, each represented by an associated fixedlength descriptor x i ∈ℝ . Further, we
assume for now that there is a set of labels, and each observation x i is annotated by exactly
one associated label y i . The restriction to a single label per observation will be lifted at the
end of this chapter. We refer to the set of all labels by Y , and to the set of all training obser
vations by X . Our goal is to learn an efficiently computable function  :ℝ d ℝ∣Y ∣ which,
given a descriptor, provides us with scores for the different labels. In the following, we
assume that  is a linear mapping. We want the labels that apply the most to the given
descriptor to receive the highest scores, and the ones that do not apply as much lower scores.
We will see how to formalize this objective in the following section.
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Rank Loss and WARP Loss

Illustration 16: We want to compare two classifiers  and  ' with respect to their predictions
y and y ' for a given shape with descriptor x . The rank of the correct label ("car") is deter
mined and all violating labels (incorrect labels ranked above the correct label) are assigned a
penalty i based on their rank. Summing over these penalties yields the rank loss of the
respective classifiers for x . Mesh from Google 3D Warehouse.
In order to derive a suitable mapping  , we first have to define a criteria to rate how “good”
a given candidate  is, given the available the training data. Given a prediction y pred =  x i 
for one of the training observations, [Weston et al. 2011] use ideas from [Usunier et al. 2009]
to derive a loss to this prediction. First, all labels are ranked based on y pred . The rank of a
label y is given by

rank y  xi  :=

∑

y' ∈Y −{ y }

I  y  x i ≤ y'  x i 

where  y  x i is the component of y pred that corresponds to the label y , and

I  x :=

{ 10

if x=true
otherwise

is the indicator function.
In the simplest case, we can define a rankbased loss for x i as follows:

Llin  x i :=

1
rank y  x i 
∣Y∣−1
i

where y i is the groundtruth label for x i . Note that 0≤Llin  x i ≤1 .
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The overall risk for  then follows as

risk :=

1
Llin  x i 
∣X ∣ ∑
x
i

[Weston et al. 2010] point out that in cases where no perfect fitting of the training data is
possible, this risk does not necessarily lead to good predictions on the top rank(s). For
example consider two alternative models  , ' where  puts the correct label for observa
tion x 1 at rank 1 and for observation x 2 at rank 100, while  ' puts them at rank 50 each.
Assuming all other predictions are equal, risk =risk  '  , even though – if we are inter
ested in deriving good predictions on the top ranks as much as possible –  actually
provides the better predictions. [Usunier et al. 2009] generalize the notion of rank loss,
allowing to incorporate considerations of this kind. The idea behind this notion is to assign a
weight  j to each of the ∣Y ∣−1 potentially violating ranks. The loss for an observation x i is
the sum of the weights  j for all the ranks of violating labels y≠ y i for which rank y  xi  is
higher than the rank of the correct label rank y  xi  :
rank y  x i 
i

L  x i :=

∑

j=1

j

[Usunier et al. 2009] put the additional constraint on the weights that 1≥2 ≥...≥∣Y∣−1 and
∣Y ∣−1

∑j

 j=1 . To resemble the earlier introduced linear rank loss Llin , we would set

−1
1=...=∣Y∣=∣Y∣−1  . [Weston et al. 2010] use linearly decreasing weights, defined in

[Usunier et al. 2009] as
−1

∑ 

1
 j= ∗
j

∣Y ∣−1
j ' =1

1
j'

[Usunier et al. 2009] also propose a variant that uses constant positive weights for the top p
ranks, and zero weights for the remaining ones, as well as a variant which uses exponen
tially decreasing weights, which were not used in [Weston et al. 2010] though.

Stochastic Gradient Descent Optimization
While we have defined a risk function that tells us how “good” a given model  is, we have
not talked about how the best model for a given set of training data can actually be found.
The high number of degrees in which  can be varied ( d∗∣Y∣ ), exhaustively testing
different  for their associated risk is not feasible. Luckily, there are many known methods
for efficiently optimizing objective functions of the form F :ℝ n  ℝ . Our risk fits into this
definition if we represent the linear function  as a vector of its coefficients. Gradient
descent is one of the simplest iterative methods for finding the minimum of convex, differen
tiable objective functions F . Starting with an initial guess b 0∈ℝ n , an updated solution is
obtained in each iteration:

b i1=b i−i ∇ F bi 
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where i is the step size. The step size can either be constant throughout all iterations, vary
in a fixed pattern (often monotonically decreasing), or can be adaptive based on the current
state of the optimization. When using a fixed step size, a high value usually leads to faster
convergence in the first iterations, but a lot of oscillations at later ones, including the possi
bility of never actually coming close to the optimum. Small values on the other hand usually
approach the optimum on a more direct path, but take more iterations for obtaining the first
rough approximation. We will compare different options with respect to their convergence
behavior in our application in 3.2.1.
We could apply gradient descent for [Weston et al. 2010] to minimize risk  . Two problems
occur when attempting this though: First, risk  is not differentiable at a number of
points, as it is based on the indicator function. What's worse, at the points where it is differ 
entiable, its gradient is zero. Thus, gradient descent would never make any progress. In the
next paragraph, we will see how [Weston et al. 2010] circumvent this problem by replacing
the indicator function with a differentiable hinge loss formulation. Secondly, we will see that
even with that formulation, computing risk  is expensive for large data sets and/or a high
number of potential labels. We will look at the idea of stochastic gradient descent to work
around this issue.
Let us first look at the issue of the nondifferentiable risk. In [Weston et al. 2010], the loss
for a single observation x i is first rewritten as follows:

L  x i =L xi 

rank y   x i  def. rank
I  y  x i ≤ y '  x i 
= L x i  ∑
rank y   x i 
rank y   x i 
y' ∈Y −{ y }
i

i

i

i

i

with L  x i =0 if rank y i   x i =0 . In order to obtain a differentiable function to use for the
gradient descent optimization, L  x i  and rank y i   x i  are held constant in each iteration
step, and we concentrate on I  y i  x i ≤ y '  x i  to obtain a gradient. While this term is not
yet differentiable, this will serve us as a basis for additional modifications in the next para
graph. On first sight, this decision seems very arbitrary. We have multiplied the original loss
with a term which is equivalent to 1, and then decided that we would like to base our
gradient computation on only a specific part of this 1term. We could have chosen any other
representation of 1, and could doubtlessly end up with vastly different gradients. However
basing the gradient on

∑y ' ∈Y −{ y } I  y  x i ≤ y '  x i  makes
i

i

sense because it actually

behaves very similar to L  x i  . It ignores the weights  j , but as long as we consider only a
single observation x i in our loss, minimizing

∑y ' ∈Y −{ y } I  y  x i ≤ y '  x i =rank y   x i 
i

i

i

will also minimize L  x i  . While this does not hold anymore when we later combine multiple
such losses into a risk spanning all observations, the assumption will still hold locally in the
sense that slightly modifying  such that it approaches the optimum of rank y i   x i  , will
also bring the overall risk over all L  x i  closer to its optimum (except for a thin set of points
in the parameter space, across which the ranking of a label actually changes for one of the
observations). In the following paragraphs we will see how rewriting L  x i  like this will
allow us to apply some further modifications, which will ultimately make the application of a
gradient descent based optimization method very efficient.
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[Weston et al. 2010] modify the variable term I  y i  x i ≤ y '  x i  in two aspects: First, they
introduce a margin like in SVMs (compare chapter 3.1.2): I  y i  x i ≤ y '  x i 1 . The
margin will play an important role in the next chapter, when we introduce regularization.
Secondly, to make the loss and thereby the risk differentiable, the indicator function is
replaced by the hinge loss similar to a softmargin SVM:

∑

L rankHinge  x i := L1  x i 

y ' ∈Y −{ y i }

∣1− y  xi  y '  x i ∣+
i

rank 1y   x i 
i

where ∣x∣+ :=max { x ,0 } , and marginpenalized variants of the rank

∑

rank 1y  xi  :=

I  y  x i ≤ y'  x i 1

y' ∈Y −{ y }

and discrete loss
1

rank y  x i 
i

L1  xi  :=

∑

j

j=1

are used. The effect of these changes is that even if  classifies a label correctly, it still
results in a nonzero loss unless the score of the correct label is at least by one higher than
the score of the highestranked wrong label. While the resulting risk

1
risk rankHinge :=
L rankHinge  x i
∣ X∣ ∑
x
i

is still not convex over the course of multiple iterations, it is always differentiable and yields
nonzero gradients until an optimum is found (remember that  is a linear function).
As mentioned before, computing risk 1  is an expensive operation, requiring computation
time in O ∣X ∣∣Y∣ (assuming constant costs for evaluating   x ). [Weston et al. 2010] use
stochastic gradient descent to mitigate this issue. In each iteration, stochastic gradient
descent picks one training observation randomly. Say that we pick observation x i with a
probability of P  x i  , then the stochastic risk estimation is given by

srisk rankHinge  :=

1
L
x
P  xi  rankHinge i

Computing srisk rankHinge   can be performed in O ∣Y ∣ . While this makes each iteration a lot
faster, we will also need more iterations to obtain good training results. However overall
convergence can still be faster if there is redundancy in the training data. More details on
the convergence behavior of stochastic gradient descent can be found in [Bottou 2003].
[Weston et al. 2010] additionally introduce a stochastic estimator for L rankHinge . While the
worstcase complexity of their estimate is still in O ∣Y ∣ , their stochastic estimator is claimed
to be faster in practice. Assume an observation x i has been sampled in a particular iteration
of the stochastic gradient descent. The estimation of L rankHinge works by repeatedly sampling a
random label y ∈Y −{ yi } and checking if it is better ranked than the groundtruth label y i
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(or violating its margin): 1 y  x i  yi  x i . This sampling is repeated until such a
violating label has been found, up to a maximum of ∣Y ∣−1 times. Let N be the number of
1

trials before a violating label has been found. Then an estimate for rank y  x is given by

rank 1y  x i ≈ floor
i



∣Y ∣−1
N



and an overall stochastic estimator for L rankHinge is given by
1

sLrankHinge  x i , y i , y  := L  x i ∣1− y  x i  y  x i ∣+
i

1

1

where L  xi  can be computed based on the approximate estimate for rank y i  x i  .
Clearly, the sooner a violating label is found, the more computation time is saved by this
approach. The main benefit of using the estimate can therefore be expected at the beginning
of the optimization and for very complex datasets, where perfect label prediction results
cannot be obtained.

Handling Multi-Label Data
[Weston et al. 2010] define the losses and optimization steps under the assumption that for a
given observation x i , there is exactly one groundtruth label y i ∈Y . However many complex
data sets such as Google 3D Warehouse or Flickr can have multiple labels for any given
object. We denote the set of groundtruth labels for observation x i by Y x i⊂Y . We
adapt the singlelabel learning scheme as follows: In each iteration, we randomly sample one
of the groundtruth labels y i ∈Y x i for the previously sampled observation x i . We redefine the

y i such that it ignores how 
y i gets ranked compared to the other
(marginpenalized) rank of 
groundtruth labels of the same object:

rank 1y  x i :=
i

∑

I  y  x i ≤ y '  x i 1

y' ∈Y −Y x

i

1

For stochastically estimating rank yi  x  (see previous paragraph), we now sample only labels

y ∈Y −Y x in the sampling loop, and the estimated rank is then given by
i

rank 1y  xi ≈ floor
i





∣Y∣−∣y x ∣
N
i
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To sum up, a single iteration in the WARP optimization for multilabel training data works
as follows:
1. Sample an observation x i ∈ X
2. Sample a groundtruth label y i ∈Y x i from the groundtruth label set of x i
3. For N =1⋯∣Y∣−∣Y x∣i 
1. Sample a random label y ∈Y −Y xi
2. Check whether 1 y  x i  yi  x i . If yes: continue in step 4
4. Compute the stochastic estimate for the loss sLrankHinge
5. Compute gradients and update  accordingly (see next section)

Low-Dimensional Latent Space Learning

Illustration 17: Using a lowdimensional latent space to express semantic similarity: Both
labels and descriptors are mapped into a common lowdimensional latent space through
linear mappings U and V respectively. The dot product of their embeddings in the latent space
corresponds to the semantic similarity between descriptors and/or labels. Illustration by M.
Wand and R. Herzog.
Building on the rankbased risk function introduced in [Weston et al. 2010], [Weston et al.
2011] shows how to learn a lowrank classifier for assigning labels to input descriptors in
what they call the “WSABIE” method.
[Weston et al. 2011] use a linear classifier ∈ℝ∣Y∣×d with two constraints on  . First, 
must be of rank no larger than D , i.e. it can be written as =U T V with matrices

U ∈ℝ

D ×∣Y ∣

, V ∈ℝ

D×d

. Second, the norm of the columns of these matrices is limited:
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∀ 1≤i≤∣Y∣ ,∥U i∥2≤C and ∀ 1≤i≤d ,∥V i∥2≤C for a constant C ∈ℝ + . We first explain the
rationale behind the rank limiting and give an intuitive interpretation of its effect. We will
then see how limiting the columnnorm provides an additional regularization to counteract
overfitting.
The idea behind limiting the rank of the classifier is to force it to utilize semantic or visual
overlap between labels. This is most useful in settings where the label set Y is huge and
contains semantic redundancies. For example crowdannotated data sets often contain
synonyms, or words from different languages. Without the rank limit, all of these would be
learned and modeled completely independently of each other. By introducing the rank limit,
training samples from different but synonymous labels will tend to be “coupled together”
during the training. Finally, learning a lowrank linear classifier reduces the number of vari
ables, making the training and later classification more computationally efficient.
The factorization =U T V provides an intuitive interpretation of the lowrank scheme.
Assume a D dimensional Hilbert space with the following semantic interpretation: The
inner product between points in the space corresponds to semantic similarity. We can now
formulate the learning objective as follows: We want to find mappings U ∈ℝ D ×∣Y ∣ and

V ∈ℝ D×d that map labels and images respectively into the common Hilbert space. The
resulting positions of the training observations should be consistent with our semantic inter
pretation of the space. Specifically the inner product of semantically similar labels and
images in this space should be high (compared to less similar pairs). We define the similarity
D
between two points s1 , s 2 ∈ℝ in the semantic space as the usual inner product 〈 s 1 , s 2 〉 . In

order to classify a given image represented by its descriptor x ∈ℝd , we calculate its position
in the semantic space V x and then perform a nearestneighbor search to find the nearest
label y ∈Y with respect to the similarity 〈 V x , U y 〉 . Remember that we represent a label
y ∈Y as a unique ∣Y ∣ dimensional vector consisting of a one in one component and zeros
elsewhere. Then performing the closestneighbor search in the semantic space is equivalent
to computing  x=U T V x , ranking the components of the resulting vector and interpreting
them as prediction ranks of the corresponding labels.
To counteract overfitting, the column norms of the involved matrices are limited by a hard
threshold, specifically ∀ 1≤i≤∣Y∣ ,∥U i∥2≤C and ∀ 1≤i≤d ,∥V i∥2≤C . [Weston et al. 2011]
claim that this “acts as a regularizer in the same way as is used in lasso” (compare [Tibshi 
rani 1996]). Unfortunately [Weston et al. 2011] do not provide additional information on how
exactly the properties of Lasso, which is defined for leastsquares optimization problems,
carries over to the given rankbased optimization problem. In fact, on the first sight, this
kind of regularization might appear odd. Assume that we have an optimal (potentially over
fitted) solution with respect to the training data U opt , V opt that does not adhere to this regu
larization. As our classifier is rankbased, we can easily derive a solution U ' , V ' which is
equivalent with respect to its predictions, and fulfills the regularization criteria. For
example, such a solution can be obtained as

−1
−1
U ' :=c U opt , V ' :=c V opt , where

c=max {∥U 1∥2 , ... ,∥U∣Y∣∥2 ,∥V 1∥2 ,... ,∥V d∥2 } . However it turns out that while this solution
is equivalent to U opt , V opt with respect to the classification predictions they make, it is not
generally equivalent with respect to their losses. The reason for this is the fixedsize margin
that we had added to the loss L ' earlier, and which would not work without the regularizer.
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The matrices U and V are optimized directly in the WSABIE method, rather than optimizing
 and deriving a factorization =U T V afterwards, which would be more computationally
expensive and would make enforcing the rank constraint difficult. At the beginning, U and
V are initialized randomly. In each iteration of the stochastic gradient descent, the loss
1
L  xi  for a sample observation x i is computed as explained earlier, based on a sampled
y i ∈Y x and a violating label y ∈Y −Y x . The gradients for the update
groundtruth label 
i

i

steps are then given by the following equations:

∂ L rankHinge
 x i , y i , y =
∂U

{

∂ L rankHinge
 x i , y i , y =
∂V

{ U  y−0y ⋅x

 y −y i⋅ V x i 
0
i

T
i

T

if sLrankHinge  x i , y i , y 0
otherwise
if sL rankHinge  x i , y i , y 0
otherwise

The results from [Weston et al. 2011] show that the WSABIE method yields prediction
performance well ahead of the baseline methods (onevsrest SVM, kNN) and has good opti
mization efficiency for very huge datasets. Specifically, their evaluation was performed on
two image data sets, consisting of 2.5 and 9.9 million images respectively. The images were
annotated with tags from a set of 15,952 and 109,444 different tags respectively, demon
strating the successful dimensionalityreduction of very highdimensional and noisy input
label spaces. We perform our own evaluation of the WSABIE method in chapter 3.3.

3.2

Our Adaptations

So far, we have looked at a few base line methods (chapters 3.1.1 and 3.1.2) and have intro
duced the learning approach of [Weston et al. 2011], which is based on optimizing a lowdi
mensional latent semantic space using stochastic gradient descent (chapter 3.1.3). We now
consider a number of optimizations and extensions to the method of [Weston et al. 2011].
First, we see how the stochastic gradient descent optimization itself can be optimized. We
then look at the option of utilizing correlations in the groundtruth label sets in order to
make the algorithm more robust for crowdannotated data sets. Finally, we introduce the
idea of “label aliasing”, which allows us to learn nonlinear classifiers without sacrificing the
option of interpreting the resulting classifier with respect to the structure of the input data.
The suggested adaptations are later evaluated empirically in chapter 3.3.
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3.2.1

Optimizations of the Stochastic Gradient Descent

A critical parameter in gradient descent is the step size. For convex optimization problems,
certain choices for the step size can be shown to guarantees that the global optimum is
reached eventually. However such guarantees can in general not be made for nonconvex
problems. Yet, if the step size is too large, the algorithm may oscillate around a local
optimum without ever reaching it. If on the other hand it is too small, it will require a lot of
iterations to get close to any optimum in the first place. For nonconvex problems like the one
in the WSABIE method, small stepsizes pose the additional problem that they increase the

Illustration 18: Comparison of step sizes: Left: Different fixed step sizes. Right: Fixed vs.
decreasing step size. See Table 1 for details. Computed on the Google 3D Warehouse dataset
(compare 3.3.2).
chances of getting stuck in local optima. A monotonically decreasing step size such as
−

i =0 i

for some 0 in iteration i can be used as a compromise between the two. In Illus

tration 18, we compare the convergence behavior in the WSABIE problem with different
choices for the step size. We found that a fixed step size of 0.1 yields relatively fast conver
gence, without sacrificing much on the optimality of the solution. A decreasing step size
yielded only marginally faster convergence in our application.
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500 iter.

1000 iter. 2000 iter. 4000 iter. 8000 iter.

Fixed =0.05

200

190

170

150

125

Fixed =0.1

180

170

140

110

110

Fixed =0.2

165

145

125

120

115

Fixed =0.4

160

140

130

130

125

Fixed =0.8

170

155

150

145

145

Decreasing 0 =0.05 , =0.1 200

180

160

135

115

Decreasing 0 =0.1 , =0.1

185

160

140

120

110

Decreasing 0 =0.2 , =0.1

170

145

130

120

120

Decreasing 0 =0.4 , =0.1

160

145

140

140

140

Decreasing 0 =0.8 , =0.1

170

165

160

160

160

Table 1: Rank loss after i iterations with different step sizes. Computed on the Google 3D
Warehouse dataset (compare 3.3.2).
As an extension to the stochastic gradient descent, which picks one training observation per
iteration, we use a batched stochastic gradient descent as described in [Bottou 2003]. The
idea is to use a compromise between the expensive but more stable nonstochastic gradient
descent, and the often faster but rather unstable stochastic gradient descent. In each itera
tion, we pick a fixed number of b∈ℕ training observations x 1 , ... , x b randomly. We compute
the corresponding gradients individually, and then use their mean to actually update the
classifier. In a limited quantitative evaluation on the Google 3D Warehouse dataset, we
found b=32 to yield good speed and robust convergence (compare Table 2). Larger batch
sizes converged faster initially, but remained unstable and did not fully converge during this
experiment. Note that in this experiment, we adapted the step size proportionally with the
batch size, in order to get a benefit from the increased stability of larger batches. Individu 
ally tuning the step size for a given batch size would likely have yielded better results, and
the decreasing convergence stability for b=128 indicates that proportionally increasing the
step size with the batch size might be too much. Our goal here is simply to find a reasonable
value for achieving acceptable convergence speeds, and not to perform an indepth analysis of
the effects of different batch sizes.
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30 sec

1 min

2 min

4 min

8 min

b=1

185

170

150

125

115

b=8

155

135

120

115

110

b=32

145

120

120

115

115

b=128

140

125

125

125

125

Table 2: Comparison of batch sizes: The table shows the average rank loss (smaller = better)
after a given amount of time for different batch sizes. The step size  was increased propor
tionally with the batch size b , with =0.003125 at b=1 ( =0.1 at b=32 ). Times were
taken on an Intel Xeon X5650 system. Computed on the Google 3D Warehouse dataset
(compare 3.3.2).

3.2.2

Utilizing Ground-Truth Label Correlation (Soft Ranking)

When using crowdannotated data sets for training a latent semantic space, there is a
problem of having many different, but semantically equivalent labels. For example, different
objects might be labeled in different languages, such as “tree” and “baum” (German for tree).
So far, our training algorithm is unaware of such cases. While it would – given a sufficient
number of training samples – be forced to map “tree” and “baum” to similar places in the
latent space due to them being indistinguishable from each other in the descriptor space, it
would still assign an error to an object labeled with “tree” if it was classified as “baum” by
the current classifier. In effect, the algorithm would try to separate “tree” from “baum” just
as much as it would try to separate “tree” from “airplane”. This is a problem especially in
cases where the number of training samples for a specific label (e.g. for “baum”) is small, and
the training algorithm could therefore actually succeed in separating “baum” from “tree”
through overfitting. To remedy this issue, we can utilize the correlation between labels in
the groundtruth data set. As some of the people contributing to databases such as Google
3D Warehouse want to maximize the visibility of their contributions in search results, they
tend to tag their models with a number of synonymous labels. We can make use of this infor 
mation, by calculating the correlation between labels in the groundtruth label set. Specifi 
cally, if Y x ⊂Y are the groundtruth label sets for the training samples x ∈S , we calculate for
each pair of labels y , y ' ∈Y the following statistical values:

1
mean y :=
I  y ∈Y x  where I is the indicator function
∣X ∣ ∑
x∈S
cov y , y ' :=

1
 I  y ∈Y x −mean y   I  y ' ∈Y x −mean y ' 
∣X ∣−1 ∑
x∈S

corr y , y' :=

cov y , y'
 cov y , y cov y' , y '

We then integrate the correlation values into the loss function. For this, we add an addi 
tional weight term w to the loss:
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1

rank y  x i 
i

L1w  x i :=w  x i , y i 

∑

j

j=1

We tried two variants for adapting the weight based on label correlation:

{

corr y , y'
1. w max  x i , y :=1−max 0, max
y ' ∈Y
xi

}

1
∑ corr y , y'
∣ y x ∣ y' ∈Y

2. w mean  x i , y:=1−

i

xi

Note that w mean can also reach values 1 if the average correlation is negative, while w max
will result in weights in [0,1] and ignore negative correlations.
We evaluate this “soft ranking” approach in chapter 3.3.3.

3.2.3

Aliasing Labels to Enable Non-Linear Decision Boundaries

Illustration 19: Label aliasing allows to learn a linear classifier for nonlinearly separable
classes of data.
So far we have based the classification of an object on the ranking of the linear mapping
y T U T⋅V x , which allows us to distinguish two labels only if they are linearly separable in
the object's descriptor x . Furthermore, we are also interested in keeping the dimensionality
of the latent space representation low, not only for computational reasons, but also to exploit
the semantic overlap between labels by means of sharing training observations between
different but semantically related labels. This kind of sharing leads to a better generaliza
tion performance of our classifier (see our evaluation in chapter 3.3.3). On the other hand,
some less frequent or geometrically complex labels might not be well predictable in a lowdi 
mensional latent space, as all available dimensions are “used up” by the more frequent domi
nant labels. While we could increase the dimensionality of the latent space to support many
more labels, we would lose generalization performance of the already wellpredicted labels.
Here, we propose a simple yet powerful solution for implicitly adapting the dimensionality
per label, which we call label aliasing. Label aliasing is based on the idea of splitting “diffi
cult” labels into piecewise linear classification subtasks. At the same time we keep the
advantage of having a scalable and interpretable linear classifier.
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So far we have had a set of labels Y ⊂{0, 1}∣Y∣ . We now allow each individual label y ∈Y to be
represented by a number of label aliases y 1 , ... , y n . The number of aliases can be different
for different labels y ∈Y (but not smaller than one), and most labels will still be represented
A

by only a single alias. We denote the set of all aliases by Y A⊂{0, 1}∣Y ∣ , and we represent
aliases just like labels as vectors with a one in exactly one component and zeros everywhere
else. While the classifier =U T V has so far been a mapping from descriptors into ℝ∣Y∣ , we
now extend it to map into the higherdimensional space ℝ∣Y A∣ . While the aliases y 1 , ... , y n are
just different ways of representing the semantic label y (we will later slightly extent this
notion, interpreting aliases as subclasses of a common semantic concept), each alias can be
mapped to a completely different position in the latent space. We have two contradicting
goals which we now want to solve: 1. We want to improve the classification of the training
data by splitting “difficult” labels into multiple aliases. However, 2. we also want to avoid
introducing more aliases for any given label than necessary, because this can easily lead to
overfitting. In the extreme case, we could split each label into as many aliases as there are
training samples that have this label in their groundtruth label set. This would yield perfect
training performance, but the resulting classifier would not generalize well to previously
unseen data (essentially the WSABIE classifier would degenerate into a kNN classifier with
k =1 ).
This problem casts two subproblems:
1. We need to identify those “difficult” labels that require splitting. An example could be
labels such as ”old” or “sporty”, which can have vastly different geometric features
depending on the semantic context they appear in. As a consequence, such labels are
typically not linearly separable from their negations (“young”, “nonsporty”).
2. We need to decide about the number and initialization of their aliases.
To address the question of which labels should be split, we use a score inspired by the
“recall” metric often used to assess information retrieval performance. We call this score the
coverage of a label. For any given label y ∈Y , the coverage c y is the number of all objects x i
classified by the currently trained classifier as having label y , divided by the total number
of such objects that have y as a label in their groundtruth labeling Y x i . Intuitively, c y tells
us how many of the objects actually labeled with y are “covered” by the classifier's current
interpretation of y . Note that we have not yet defined what it means for an object x i to be
classified as having label y . In order to do so, we have to convert the ranking of all labels
produced by applying U T V to x i into a binary classification, that is a set of labels predicted
by the classifier. The following gives the detailed steps of how c y is computed:
T
1. for each object x i for which y ∈Y xi , calculate scores x i=U V x i

2. rank the scores and select the k topranked labels, where k =∣Y x ∣i
3. if y shows up in the k topranked labels for x i , we say that y covers x i
4. the overall coverage value c y is the number of all objects covered by y divided by the
number of all objects x i for which y ∈Y xi
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As the space of possible classifiers is significantly increased by allowing for labels to be
aliased, overfitting becomes an important concern. To reduce the risk of overfitting, we
partition the training data into two disjoint crossvalidation sets. We use the first subset to
train the classifier, and the second one for computing coverage values.
A low coverage c y indicates that only a subset of the objects labeled with y are reliably
predicted. We identify labels with low coverage and introduce a configurable number of
aliases y 1 , ... , y n for each of these labels y . The goal of this approach is to allow a single
label y to be mapped not only to a single, but to multiple positions in the latent space. These
aliases are now included in the general optimization scheme just as if they were distinct
labels by extending the label embedding matrix U with new randomly initialized rows. Once
aliases have been introduced, we continue training the classifier in an online fashion using a
slight modification of the previously described stochastic gradient descent algorithm.
The modification is as follows: In each iteration, we pick a training sample x i as before
(compare chapter 3.1.3). We then check for the sample x i if it has any label in its ground
truth set Y x i which has previously been aliased. We now assume the following model: We
assume that the aliases y 1 , ... , y n of a label y are actually a number of distinct subcate
gories of the original label (for example if the original label is “sporty”, we imagine that there
are sub categories such as “sporty shoes”, “sporty car”, “sporty human” etc.). We do not know
which of the subcategories x i actually belongs to, because the groundtruth label set Y x i only
contains the original label y . We could assume that x i belongs to all of the subcategories,
but that would make it difficult for the aliases to differentiate themselves in the latent space
(they would all converge to the same location). Also, this would effectively increase the
weight that the aliased label has during the optimization, as it would be sampled n times as
often as nonaliased labels, where n is the number of aliases. A slight adaptation of this
would be to assume that x i belongs to any single one of the subcategories with equal chance.
While this would maintain the weighting of the aliased label, it would still not allow the
different aliases to converge to different locations. Additionally, none of the aliases would be
consistently correct for a given object over a number of iterations. As a consequence, the opti
mization would try to avoid all aliases, and likely embed them into the latent space very
close to the zero position, at which point they become useless. Instead of these simple
j

schemes, we use a probability P  y ∈Y x i which increases with the similarity V x i⋅U y j of
j
y to x i in the latent space. The idea is that once an alias has been converged to be close to a

group of objects labeled with the corresponding label, those objects have a high chance of
actually being in the subcategory represented by this alias. Starting with randomly initial
ized alias positions in the latent space, this has the effect that aliases “snap in” to clusters of
objects, and will be drawn more and more towards them as they get closer. Different aliases
will be assigned to different such clusters. For this to work, we assume that objects for a
certain subcategory of the original label are already close together in the latent space, and
j

therefore will attract their very own alias. So how exactly should we define P  y ∈Y x i ? In
the simplest case, we could perform a hard “maximum likelihood” assignment. For a given x i
, we would locate the alias y max with the highest similarity in the latent space. We would
then define P  y

max

∈Y x =1 and P  y j ∈Y x =0 ∀ j≠max . However, this approach leads to
i

i

artifacts due to its discontinuities with respect to varying latent space embeddings. For
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example, aliases can get stuck at the discontinuities of this function, oscillating between
being and not being the highestsimilarity alias for a certain object. In general, we would like
j

to have P  y ∈ y x i  such that
1.

P  y j ∈Y x  P  y k ∈Y x  whenever V x i⋅U y jV x i⋅U y k

2.

P  y ∈Y x ≥0 ∀ y , ∑ P  y j ∈Y x =1

3.

P  y ∈Y x  is independent of the global linear scaling of all similarities / distances in

i

i

j

j

i

y

i

j

j

i

the latent space. This is a useful property because it eliminates the need for an addi
tional parameter that would have to be adjusted depending on the data set and latent
space regularization used. Specifically, if we replace the similarities V x i⋅U y j by a



j

j



rescaled variant  V x i⋅ U y =  V x i⋅U y for scaling constants  , 0 , all
j

P  y ∈Y x  should remain the same.
i

Criteria 1 can be easily fulfilled by using a monotonically increasing mapping of the simi
larity. Criteria 2 can usually be fulfilled through renormalization. This becomes especially
easy if we first convert the similarities into distances (such that they are always positive).
j

j

For the similarity s  x i , y V xi⋅U y a related distance is given by

d  x i , y j  :=  s  x i , x i s  y j , y j −2 s  x i , y j 
(construction from [Wikipedia MDS 2013]). Criteria 3 is slightly more challenging to fulfill.
For example, using normalized Gaussians of the distances would not fulfill this property.
Instead, we use the following function:

1

j

P  y ∈Y x  :=
i

j m

−1

∗ d  x i , y   
−1 

∑y  d  x i , y k m 
k

with the blue part serving as a normalization factor, and m0 determining how steeply the
probability decreases (we found m=2 to work well for our purposes). For =0 , criteria 3 is
met. The proof goes as follows:
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Assume that we have distances  d 1 ,... ,  d n≥0 with 0 . Then we have to show that

1

∑1≤ k≤n

1
m
 d k 

∗

1
m
 d i

j
being the definition of P  y ∈Y x i with the distances  d 1 ,... ,  d n and =0 substituted, is

the same for all choices of 0 . We simplify:

1

∑1≤k≤n
=

1
m
 d k 

∗

1
−m



∑1≤k≤n d
m

−m
k

1
m
 d i

∗

1
 d mi
m

1
∑1≤k≤n d  d im
1
1
=
∗ m
−m
∑1≤k≤n d k d i
=

−m
k

∗

m

which does not depend on  anymore.
j

Unfortunately with =0 , P  y ∈Y x i is undefined if any of the distances becomes zero, and
becomes numerically instable if very small distances are involved. Using a small 0 avoids
these issues, and the resulting probabilities still almost fulfills criteria 3, as long as 
remains much smaller than most of the distances.
Now, having a way to stochastically estimate which alias of a given label y ∈Y xi represents
the actual subcategory that x i belongs to, we derive a new groundtruth label set Y x i ' which
contains exactly one alias for each label in the original groundtruth label set Y x i . The
j

aliases are sampled randomly based on the just defined probability distribution P  y ∈Y x i .

Y x ' is then used instead of Y x in the remaining parts of the current stochastic gradient
i

i

descent iteration.
In order to adaptively tune the number of aliases for each attribute throughout the optimiza
tion, we use the following approach: First, we train the latent space with just one alias per
attribute for a certain number of iterations. Then, we calculate the coverage values of all
attributes. We pick one that has a low coverage, and introduce a fixed number of aliases (e.g.
16). The new aliases are initially embedded at random locations in the latent space. We then
run a smaller number of iterations to optimize the embedding of new alises and then recal
culate the coverage values. If the newly introduced aliases contribute to the coverage of the
corresponding attribute, we keep them. If they do not contribute significantly, they get
removed. Additionally, we remove aliases that cover mostly the same set of observations as
other aliases. This usually happens when multiple aliases of an attribute get attracted to the
same cluster of observations and converge to the same position in the latent space. We then
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repeat the last two steps – introducing and cleaning up aliases in alternating steps – with a
fixed number of gradient descent iterations between each, until all lowcoverage attributes
have had a chance to introduce new aliases.
Label aliasing indirectly allows us to learn nonlinear classifiers. Illustration 19 shows an
example of training data which can not be classified well by any linear classifier, but can be
fit perfectly after introducing two aliases for the labels “car” and “bike” respectively. In this
respect our method is similar to kernel methods. Kernel methods are based on the following
idea: Instead of training a classifier f :ℝ d  {−1,1 } on the descriptor space ℝd , the
descriptors are mapped into a different space ℝ D through a mapping :ℝ d ℝ D , where D
can be different from d , and even be infinite.  does not necessarily have to be linear, and a
linear classifier f ' :ℝ D  {−1 ,1 } on ℝ D can in effect be nonlinear when applied to ℝd as

f '   x  . The so called “kernel trick” is to avoid the mapping into ℝ D in the first place.
Instead, using the inner product 〈° , °〉 on ℝ D , a kernel k :=〈° , °〉 on ℝd is derived. In
some cases, k can be compactly expressed and efficiently computed, even if  itself is very
complex or ℝ D is very high dimensional. A frequently used kernel is the Gaussian kernel
2

k Gauss  x , y :=e

−∥x− y∥
2
2

which – despite being efficiently computable – can be shown to correspond to a transforma
tion into an infinite dimensional space ℝ D . Some learning schemes can be expressed in a
way which depends solely on calculations of inner products of the data points. By replacing
the inner product by the corresponding kernel, the potentially expensive transformation 
can be avoided. A variant of SVMs called Kernel SVM is frequently used. Unfortunately a
kernel SVM still requires the kernel function to be applied to all pairs of training data
samples, leading to quadratic learning costs. Our method does not suffer from this perfor
mance hit. Our classifier remains purely linear, allowing for efficient predictions. While the
dimensionality of the prediction space is increased through the introduction of aliases, which
does effect the performance of the classifier, this increase is adaptive and only occurs for
labels of otherwise low coverage. Finally, our method also provides a nice interpretation of
the data. Label aliases are designed to correspond to geometrically distinct groups of the
corresponding label. For example, the subcategories “sporty shoe” and “sporty car” of the
label “sporty” can be detected and will be explicitly represented by our method. Kernel
methods generally do not provide an interpretable result in the same way.

3.3

Evaluation

We would like to know how well a classifier performs in predicting labels for previously
unknown observations. We will first look at available evaluation metrics, which give us a
quantitative way of comparing classifier performances. We then evaluate different configura
tions and variations of the WSABIE method (see chapter 3.1.3) with respect to these metrics
on 3D mesh and photo data sets.
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3.3.1

Evaluation Metrics

We would like to numerically compare the quality of different classifiers. Assume that we
have a set of test observations S⊂ℝ d together with a groundtruth label sets for each of
those observations Y x ⊂Y ∀ x ∈S . The (trained) multiclass classifiers take the form
d

∣Y∣

f ∈ℝ d  ℝ∣Y∣ . In general, we want to define a metric m S :ℝ  ℝ ℝ , which – given a
classifier f – tells us how well the predictions made by f on S match the ground truth labels
Y x . Which metric makes most sense highly depends on the requirements that we have for a
specific application. We will start with a motivational example and then introduce a few
standard metrics commonly used to assess informationretrieval methods.
A very simple metric could count how often the highestranked result max f i  x for a
1≤i≤∣Y∣

sample x ∈S is also in the associated groundtruth set Y x :

mtop , S , t  f :=

1
I
∣S∣ ∑
x∈S

 max f  x  ∈Y 
1≤i ≤∣Y∣

i

x





where I is the indicator function and we write max∣ ∣ f i  x ∈Y x to mean that the label y j
1≤i≤ Y

associated with the highestranked position in the prediction vector j :=argmax f i  x  is an
1≤i≤∣Y∣

element of Y x . Unfortunately this metric discards a lot of information. Clearly, a classifier
which puts the first correct label at rank two should be preferred over one which puts it at
rank 50, all other predictions being equal. For data sets with many detailed labels (e.g. adjec
tives rather than just labels denoting disjoint object categories), different labels in the label
set of an object can describe different orthogonal attributes of the object. Only looking at the
highestranked result would ignore such orthogonal elements of information in the evalua
tion of the classifier.
An obvious candidate for an evaluation metric given the WSABIE algorithm from [Weston et
al. 2011] is the rank loss with weights
−1

∑ 

1
 j= ∗
j

∣Y ∣−1
j '=1

1
j'

for the j th rank of the prediction as defined in chapter 3.1.3. However this evaluation
metric is not commonly used, and would likely give the WSABIE method an unfair advan
tage over other methods. [Weston et al. 2011] themselves evaluate their method by looking at
the precision metric, which we introduce next. Later, we also look at the discounted cumula
tive gain (DCG) metric, which is similar to a rank loss, but uses a different counting and
weighting scheme.
Precisionrecall plots are commonly used in information retrieval settings. The idea is to
explicitly express a tradeoff between finding as many true results as possible on the one
hand, and finding as few false results as possible on the other hand. In an extreme case, an
information retrieval method might simply return all objects from the database. All true
objects will certainly be among those. However there will be a lot of falsepositives as well.
The former aspect is measured by the recall, while the latter is captured by the precision. In
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the other extreme, a method might return no object at all. None of the desired objects would
be in the set, but the method would also never return a false object by mistake. Formally, the
recall is defined as

recall :=

∣{ relevant documents }∩{ retrieved documents }∣
∣{ relevant documents}∣

and precision as

precision :=

∣{ relevant documents}∩{ retrieved documents }∣
∣{ retrieved documents }∣

Similarly, when we want to assess the quality of label predictions, we can consider the
predicted labels as retrieved objects, and the initial descriptor as a query given to a retrieval
method. Given the classifier f as defined earlier, we can rank all labels in the label set Y
based on the scores computed by f  x  . We can then select a subset r k ⊂Y of “retrieved”
objects by taking just the k highest ranked labels. The set of “relevant” objects on the other
hand is given by the associated groundtruth label set Y x . This leads to the following
metrics:

recall k , x :=

∣r k ∩Y x∣
∣Y x∣

and

precision k , x :=

∣r k ∩Y x∣
∣r k∣

with

r k := { y ∈Y | rank y  f  x k }
These metrics apply to a specific test sample x ∈S . To obtain a value for the whole test set
S , we take the average recall and precision values:

1
recall k , S := ∑ recall k , x
∣S∣ x∈ S
precision k , S :=

1
recall k , x
∣S∣ ∑
x∈S

Note that for k =1 , the precision is equivalent to our earlier m top , S , t metric. In many settings,
we know approximately how many results are important, and we can take the precision for
this specific k to compare different classifiers. If we do not want to fix k , we can vary k and
obtain a recallprecision curve. The recall will increase (nonstrictly) monotonically with
increasing k , while the precision will decrease (nonstrictly) monotonically. The area under
this curve can then be calculated to obtain a single realvalued quality measure for a multi
label classifier.
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An alternative way to write recall k , x can be obtained by assigning a gain G x [i]=1 whenever
the prediction at rank i is correct and G x [i]=0 otherwise. With these specific gains, we get
k

recall k , x =∑ G x [i]
i=1

+

For general gains G x [i]∈ℝ , the value

k

∑i=1 G x [i] is known as the cumulated gain CG x [k ] .

Originally, [Järvelin et al. 2000] defined the cumulated gain recursively. However we think
that the explicit definition given here is more intuitive to read. The specific values G x [i] can
be chosen to represent the relevance of a retrieved document or predicted label respectively
in a quantitative way. In our setting, we could for example define certain labels to be more
relevant for our specific problem than others. Or we could make use of the groundtruth
label correlation (compare chapter 3.2.2) to assign a largerthanzero gain also to labels
which are not in Y x , but have correlated labels present in Y x . For example, if a mesh x has

Y x ={ car ,fast } , a prediction of the label vehicle would still provide a certain “gain” with
respect to defining the semantics of the object. For simplicity reasons and to make our
numbers easier to interpret, we do not use anything of this sort for our evaluation.
[Järvelin et al. 2000] introduce a refinement of the cumulated gain which has the property
that – similar to the rank loss used in [Weston et al. 2010] – it assigns more weight to higher
ranked predictions. The discounted cumulative gain is defined as
k

DCG x [i]:=G x [1]∑i =2

G x [i]
log b i

The basis of the logarithm b can be used to adjust the weight distribution more or less
strongly towards highranked gain. Note that if b2 , G[ 2] will actually receive a higher
weight than G[ 1] , often making such settings undesirable. We use b=1 in our evaluations.
The DCG is especially useful because – similar to the area under a precisionrecall curve – it
can provide a single number to assess the prediction quality without having to specify k in
advance. DCG x [∣Y ∣] assigns higher values to classifiers which place correct labels at higher
positions in the ranking. It is also possible to normalize the DCG through division by the
highest achievable DCG given the data. The value can be obtained by computing DCG x [∣Y ∣]
for a ranking which is ordered in decreasing order of the gains for the corresponding labels,
e.g.
∣Y∣

DCG max , x [i]=1∑
j=2

1
log b  j

for the setting where G x [i]=1 whenever the prediction at rank i is correct and zero other
wise.
Again, we can use an average DCG to assess the whole test set S in a single number:

DCG S :=

1
DCG x [∣Y∣]
∣S∣ ∑
x∈ S
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3.3.2

Data Sets

We use two different 3D mesh datasets and one photo dataset for our evaluation.

Illustration 20: The Princeton Shape Benchmark data set. Example shapes and top labels.
Our first data set is the Princeton Shape Benchmark, described in [Shilane et al. 2004]. The
Princeton Shape Benchmark is a widely used data set for evaluating mesh retrieval and clas
sification methods. It contains a total of 1,814 individual meshes from different areas, split
into a test and a training set of 907 meshes each. Each mesh is tagged by a single label. The
labels itself are organized in a hierarchy, from more coarse (“aircraft”, “building” etc.) to very
specific (“biplane airplane”, “commercial airplane”, “multi_fuselage airplane” etc.). We make
use of this hierarchy and enrich the singlelabel tagging of each object with its more generic
parents to obtain sets of multiple groundtruth labels. Furthermore, we filter out labels
which have fewer than five instances in the training set (this affects some of the most
specific labels). After the filtering, 117 labels remain, with an average number of 2.4 labels
assigned to each object. The ten most frequent labels are listed in Illustration 20. We build a
512 dimensional bag of features descriptor (compare 2.1.3), based on HON descriptors with
4x4 spatial bins and 8 rotational bins (compare 2.2.1).
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Illustration 21: The Google 3D Warehouse data set. Example shapes and top labels.
Our second data set of 3D meshes was acquired by querying the Google 3D Warehouse data 
base for a number of search terms one at a time and downloading the resulting meshes
together with their tag sets. Google 3D Warehouse is a crowdgenerated, public database of
3D meshes. Users can upload their own work, and assign text labels. In our experience, the
quality of both the meshes and the assigned label sets varies widely (see Illustration 11 for
an example of a bad mesh and label set). This makes learning label semantics on this data
set especially challenging. Furthermore, many of the meshes contain compositions of
multiple objects (compare Illustration 7). We downloaded a data set of 1,939 meshes, which
we split randomly into a training set of 1,155 meshes and a test set consisting of 784 meshes.
animal, balcony, bicycle, boat, bottle, cathedral, car, castle, cat, chair, computer, dog, gothic,
guitar, helicopter, house, human, insect, laptop, living room, modern, motorcycle, old, plane,
shoe, skateboard, spider, sport, sporty, streetlamp, table, traditional, tree, window

Text 1: Search terms used to build our Google 3D Warehouse dataset.
The search terms that we used to crawl the data set are listed in Text 1. As with the
Princeton Shape Benchmark, we filtered out lowfrequency labels which occurred less than
10 times in the training set. 582 labels remained, with an average of 7.6 labels per mesh. The
ten most frequent labels are listed in Illustration 21. We use the same descriptor as for the
Princeton Shape Benchmark, building a 512 dimensional Bag of Word descriptor from 4x4x8
HON descriptors. Note that while many of the meshes are textured, we do not currently
make use of the textures and consider the geometry only.
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Illustration 22: The LabelMe data set. Example pictures and top labels.
For photos, we use the LabelMe dataset ([Russell et al. 2008]). Like Google 3D Warehouse,
LabelMe consists of pictures collected from a wide variety of sources. The data set as we
downloaded it consists of 37,038 images, split into a training set of 18,538 and a test set of
18,500 pictures. In LabelMe, users can select regions of a photo and assign labels to these
regions. We discard the region information, but use the set of all labels assigned to any
region within a given picture as the label set for that picture. As before, we remove labels
with a frequency of less than 10 in the training set. After filtering, we are left with 1155
labels, of which an average number of 5.0 are assigned to each image. The ten most frequent
labels are listed in Illustration 22. As a descriptor, we first compute HOG descriptors with
6x6 spatial and 16 rotational bins (compare 2.1.1). We then build a dictionary and compute a
512 dimensional bag of features descriptor (compare 2.1.3) for each image. Finally, we
append a 5x5 downsampled RGBencoded version of the image to the Bag of Words
descriptor to encode the rough color composition of the images. The final descriptor has a
dimensionality of 587.
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3.3.3

Learning Methods

Illustration 23: Linear SVM versus WSABIE: The graphs show the precisionrecall values
obtained with a oneversusrest linear SVM classifier and a WSABIE classifier on the
Princeton Shape Benchmark, Google 3D Warehouse and LabelMe data sets. See Table 3 for
additional details.
We compare the label prediction results of the WSABIE method to linear SVMs trained in a
oneversusrest scheme. For implementing the SVM we use the LIBLINEAR library ([Fan et
al. 2008]). We slightly modified the partitioning part of the oneversusrest scheme, so it can
cope with multiple labels per object. To train an SVM to classify between the label y ∈Y and
the remaining labels Y −{ y } , we compose the set of training observations for the first class
by picking all objects that have y in their groundtruth label sets, and for the second (“rest”)
class by taking the remaining observations in the training set. The soft margin implementa
tion used in LIBLINEAR is tunable through a single C parameter. We optimize C for each
data set by searching through a range of candidate values. We use 4fold cross validation to
select the C which generates the highest precision at k =3 . The results of the experiment
are shown in Illustration 23. WSABIE was roughly equivalent to the linear SVM method on
the LabelMe data set, showed slight performance improvements on the Princeton Shape
Benchmark, and could demonstrate significant benefits over SVM on the Google 3D Ware
house data set. Objects in the Google 3D Warehouse data set have very noisy, incomplete and
inconsistent label sets. The lowdimensional latent space and the weighted rankbased loss
function of the WSABIE method make it especially robust under such conditions.
Princeton Shape B.

Google 3D Warehouse

LabelMe

p@1

p@5

DCG

p@1

p@5

DCG

p@1

p@5

DCG

Linear SVM 0.54

0.27

1.26

0.30

0.18

1.19

0.34

0.23

1.43

0.56

0.28

1.31

0.35

0.19

1.26

0.34

0.23

1.44

WSABIE

Table 3: Linear SVM versus WSABIE: Precision and DCG values. p@1 / p@5 denote the
precision at the top ranked prediction and over the five top ranked predictions respectively.
Also compare Illustration 23.
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Illustration 24: Simplified variants of WSABIE: We try different simplifications of its loss
function. The graphs show the precisionrecall plots for those variants on the Princeton Shape
Benchmark, Google 3D Warehouse and LabelMe data sets. See Table 4 for additional details.
In order to measure the benefit of different design choices made in the WSABIE method, we
evaluate simplified variants of it. Remember the original loss

L rankHinge  x i := L1  x i 

∑

y ' ∈Y −{ y i }

∣1− y  xi  y '  x i ∣+
i

rank 1y   x i 
i

from the WSABIE method (compare chapter 3.1.3).
First, we remove all rankbased parts of the loss, to obtain a regular hinge loss (“Hinge”):

L hinge  x i :=

∑ ∣1− y  x i  y '  x i ∣+
i

y' ∈Y −{ yi }

The resulting learning method is close to the objective of a linear SVM, but still uses a low
dimensional latent space as an intermediate representation. We also evaluate a variant of
the rank loss where violations have the same weight independent of the rank that they occur
at (“Lin. Loss”). This is equivalent to using Llin as defined earlier in 3.1.3 in the loss func
tion:

LlinHinge  x i :=Llin  x i 

∑

y ' ∈Y −{ y i }

∣1− y  x i  y '  x i ∣+
i

rank 1y   x i 
i

Illustration 24 shows the results of the experiment. The label prediction performance on all
tested data sets showed a significant improvement when changing from a the pure hinge loss

L hinge to the linear rank based loss LlinHinge . Results on both the Princeton Shape Benchmark
as well as on Google 3D Warehouse improved slightly more with the introduction of the
decreasingly weighted ranks used in the WSABIE method ( L rankHinge ). On LabelMe, the
performance improvement of this change was even more dramatic. A possible explanation for
the increased change on the LabelMe data set might be its large number of labels, which
lead to an increased difference between the values of LlinHinge and L rankHinge . The experiment
shows that the design choices made in the design of the WSABIE loss function do indeed
provide measurable performance improvements on the tested data sets.
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Princeton Shape B.

Google 3D Warehouse

LabelMe

p@1

p@5

DCG

p@1

p@5

DCG

p@1

p@5

DCG

Hinge Loss

0.49

0.26

1.20

0.28

0.17

1.16

0.22

0.17

1.22

Lin. R. Loss

0.53

0.27

1.29

0.28

0.18

1.23

0.26

0.18

1.26

WSABIE

0.56

0.28

1.31

0.30

0.19

1.25

0.32

0.21

1.35

Table 4: Simplified variants of WSABIE: Precision and DCG values. p@1 / p@5 denote the
precision at the top ranked prediction and over the five top ranked predictions respectively.
Also compare Illustration 24.

Illustration 25: Effect of the regularization parameter C on the label prediction performance
of the WSABIE method.
We evaluate the two major parameters of the WSABIE method. First, there is the C regular
ization parameter which limits the magnitude of the column vectors of the mappings V and
U , and thereby indirectly defines the relative size of the margin of the loss function (see
chapter 3.1.3 for details). Illustration 25 shows the results of our experiment. All remaining
parameters were kept fixed throughout this experiment. Specifically we used latent space
dimensions D=32 for the Princeton Shape Benchmark and D=128 for the other data sets.
We assessed the label prediction performance against the test sets of the Princeton Shape
Benchmark, our Google 3D Warehouse data set, and the LabelMe data set. The parameter C
was varied in steps of 0.5 in a range between 1 and 3 (3.5 in the case of LabelMe). In general,
larger values of C lead to smaller training risks (not shown here). However when using the
test sets, it becomes evident that this reduction in the training risk after some point can be
contributed to overfitting of the training data. The peak DCG was obtained at C=2.0 for
the Princeton Shape Benchmark and the Google 3D Warehouse data set, and at C=3.0 for
the LabelMe data set.
Similarly, we performed an experiment were the latent space dimension D was varied
between values of 16 and 512. Because 512 is also the dimensionality of the Bag of Features
descriptors we use, higher values cannot actually increase the rank of the classifier =V T U
any further. This experiment serves two main purposes: First, we want to test our hypothesis
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from chapter 3.1.3 that the label space of our data sets can indeed be reduced to a lowerdi 
mensional structure without losing much information. Second, the choice of the parameter
D involves an important compromise between two contradicting goals, and we would like to
find out what its ideal value is for the given data: On the one hand, a small dimensionality of
the latent space comes with a loss of information when mapping the descriptor of a given
test object into it, and we would like to preserve as much information as possible. On the
other hand, a highdimensional latent space increases the degrees of freedom during the
optimization, and learning a wellgeneralizing classifier from the limited amount of available
training data becomes increasingly difficult.
The results of the experiment are shown in Illustration 26. All data sets obtained a local
maximum in the DCG as well as precision at k =1 at a relatively low value of D , either
D=32 for the Princeton Shape Benchmark and LabelMe or D=64 for the Google 3D Ware
house data set. When increasing the dimensionality of the latent space further, the same
DCG as at D=32 is reached again for D=512 in the case of the Princeton Shape Bench
mark. This is not the case for the other two data sets, even though for the Google 3D Ware
house data set, the DCG at D=512 gets very close to the one obtained at D=64 . Two things
can be concluded from this experiment: First, a relatively low dimensional space is sufficient
to obtain good overall label prediction results. Second, enforcing the sharing of axes in the
latent space through a low dimensionality can even be beneficial to prediction performance.
In our experiment, this was the case for the LabelMe data set and the Google 3D Warehouse
data set, both of which have a high number of labels of which many are semantically similar.

Illustration 26: Effect of the latent space dimensionality D on the label prediction perfor
mance of the WSABIE method.
In chapter 3.2.2 we introduced what we called the “soft ranking” modification to the
WSABIE learning scheme. We utilized correlations between labels in the groundtruth label
sets to finetune the loss function. Table 5 shows how the two proposed soft ranking schemes
compare to the plain “hard ranking” with constant weights. The overall results were incon
clusive. Both soft ranking schemes decrease the label prediction performance on both the
LabelMe data set and on the Princeton Shape Benchmark, with the w max scheme being the
more detrimental one. Results on Google 3D Warehouse showed an opposite trend, with w max
slightly above plain WSABIE with respect to both DCG and precision at k =1 . w mean
improved the precision at k =1 for this data set, while decreasing the DCG. In our experi
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ence, Google 3D Warehouse has the most inconsistent label sets of the three data sets, which
might suggest that soft ranking is effective in such scenarios, while having a negative impact
in cases where the labels are relatively clean and consistent.
Princeton Shape B.

Google 3D Warehouse

LabelMe

p@1

p@5

DCG

p@1

p@5

DCG

p@1

p@5

DCG

plain

0.56

0.28

1.31

0.30

0.19

1.25

0.32

0.21

1.35

w max

0.52

0.28

1.29

0.34

0.19

1.26

0.26

0.18

1.22

w mean

0.54

0.28

1.30

0.32

0.18

1.21

0.29

0.20

1.30

Table 5: Evaluation of ranking schemes that utilize groundtruth label correlation, as
proposed in chapter 3.2.2.
We could verify that our label aliasing extension (compare chapter 3.2.3) works on an
extremely simple artificially created data set not unlike the one shown in Illustration 19.
The artificial data set had four labels, with the descriptors of the corresponding training
samples designed such that the labels could not be linearly separated from each other. We
also measured the effect of the method on the label prediction performance on the Princeton
Shape Benchmark, the Google 3D Warehouse and the LabelMe data sets. Unfortunately we
could not observe any significant improvements in the prediction performance. Visualiza
tions of the latent space while the optimization was running indicate that freshly introduced
aliases could not converge to different clusters of associated training samples. They often
collapsed all into the same location, despite the precautions we took to avoid this behavior.
In other cases, the aliases could not converge to useful unique locations within a reasonable
number of iterations. The complex and nonlinear interactions between the embedding of
training observations and the different labels makes it difficult to fully understand the
effects at work analytically. While it is possible that the failure of the aliasing method in our
experiments was merely due to incorrectly adjusted parameters, the increased optimization
time required with this method did not allow us to exhaustively probe a wide range of config
urations within the scope of this thesis.
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Illustration 27: Label predictions on randomly selected samples from the Google 3D Ware
house data set: Blue are the groundtruth labels, red the top three predictions of the WSABIE
algorithm in order of their ranking. The a bag of HOC descriptors was used in this experi
ment. While some predictions are close to perfect (for example 3rd from top, 1st from left), others
demonstrate failure cases of the method. For example the chair 4th from top, 2nd from left was
classified as “bottle, computer, laptop”. We believe that the failure in this case can be attrib
uted to two main factors: 1. our bag of features descriptors do not encode the global shape of
the object well. Individual parts of the chair do in fact resemble the screen and keyboard of a
laptop computer. 2. Labels which often occur in combination with other objects in the same
mesh are difficult to learn and require a very high number of training samples. We found that
both “chair” and “bottle” often occur in scenes composed of different kinds of furniture and
different variations of bottles (including rectangular ones) respectively in this data set.
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3.3.4

Descriptors

We have not yet performed any evaluation of the performance of the descriptors introduced
in chapter 2. We omitted an evaluation at that point, because the performance of a given
descriptor can only be evaluated in a meaningful way if the objective of its application is
known. We have now specified a concrete application for the descriptors (learning and
predicting attributes), as well as a metric for evaluating their performance in this applica
tion.
While there are many descriptors available for representing 2D image data, we have only
introduced and implemented the HOG descriptor. The HOG descriptor in combination with a
bag of features dictionary has been used successfully for the given task by others (e.g. in
[Weston et al. 2011]). An application of the WSABIE method to 3D shapes has – to the best of
our knowledge – not been done before though. Here, we compare only 3D shape descriptors
with respect to their performance in the WSABIE learning scheme and under a linear SVM
as a reference (again in a onevsrest scheme).
We evaluate the HON (→ 2.2.1), HOC (→ 2.2.1) and Harmonic Shape Descriptor (HSD →
2.1.2) with respect to their retrieval performance on the Google 3D Warehouse and the
Princeton Shape Benchmark data sets. The descriptors were compute for local patches of the
shapes and a 512 dimensional bag of features descriptor was built on top. For each
descriptor, we have tried different regularization parameters C of the WSABIE method and
show the results for the best one (with respect to the obtained DCG).

Illustration 28: Descriptor comparison: precision/recall curve (excerpt) on the Google 3D
Warehouse and Princeton Shape Benchmark data sets. Also compare Table 6.
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In this experiment, we configured WSABIE to use a 32 dimensional latent space in the case
of the Princeton Shape Benchmark, and a 128 dimensional latent space for Google 3D Ware
house.
Illustration 28 compares the precision/recall curves achieved with the different descriptors.
Both HOC and HON descriptors consistently outperformed the harmonic shape descriptor in
our experiment. The normalbased HON descriptor was generally superior to the curvature
based HOC on the Princeton Shape Benchmark data set, while both achieved similar overall
performance on Google 3D Warehouse (with a slightly higher precision at 1 for HOC and
better precision values at k 1 for HON when using the WSABIE method). We believe that
the larger difference between HON and HOC descriptors on the Princeton Shape Benchmark
compared to their difference on the Google 3D Warehouse data set can be attributed to the
different shape composition of those data sets. The HOC descriptor generally expresses
sharp edges and corners very efficiently, while we expect the HON descriptor to achieve
better results where those are less dominant. The Princeton Shape Benchmark contains
many models with smooth and round surfaces. According to the DCG values (compare
Table 6), the HON descriptor turns out to have the best overall performance in all tested
scenarios.
Princeton Shape B.
WSABIE

Google 3D Warehouse

p@1

p@5

DCG

p@1

p@5

DCG

HSD

0.47

0.25

1.18

0.28

0.15

1.03

HON

0.56

0.28

1.31

0.30

0.19

1.25

HOC

0.54

0.27

1.29

0.32

0.18

1.18

p@1

p@5

DCG

p@1

p@5

DCG

HSD

0.45

0.24

1.16

0.25

0.16

1.07

HON

0.54

0.27

1.26

0.30

0.18

1.19

HOC

0.53

0.26

1.22

0.30

0.18

1.18

SVM

Table 6: Descriptor comparison: Precision and DCG values on the Google 3D Warehouse and
Princeton Shape Benchmark data sets. Also compare Illustration 28.
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4

Multi-Modal Semantics

Illustration 29: We are given a set of tagged training objects from different modalities, such as
photos, 3D meshes and scribbles. We use machine learning in order to learn a measure of
semantic similarity between objects from different modalities. Our goal is to answer queries
regarding the semantic relation between objects from different modalities.
Assume that we are given input data from different modalities m 1 , ... , m n . For example these
might be 3D meshes, 2D photographs, sound samples, music, videos or text. We denote the
set of input observations from modality m i by S mi . Our goal is to establish semantic corre
spondences between samples from different modalities. We define semantic correspondences
through a semantic similarity measure s , mapping from pairs of observations to a positive
real number. The higher this number, the more semantically similar the observations in the
given pair are. In the unimodal case, we have already seen how we can establish correspon
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dence between 3D meshes or 2D photos on the one, and text labels on the other side (see
chapter 3). This unimodal case can be thought of as a special case of establishing a semantic
similarity measure s , where the set of labels would be interpreted as a second modality. In
contrast, in the full multimodal case, s can not only be applied to a label and an observation
from a single given modality, but also to observations from two different modalities. We want
to learn s given the training observations S m1 ,... , S mn .
In order to approximate the a multimodal semantic similarity measure s , we need addi
tional information which links the semantics of the different modalities together. In addition
– if we also want s to generalize to data samples which are not part of the initial training set
– we also must assume a prior on how semantic similarity behaves within a given modality.
Previously we have seen how images and 3D meshes can be represented as descriptors
(compare chapter 2). However different descriptors have to be used for different modalities,
and they will behave very differently. In many cases, it can make sense to use descriptors of
different dimensionalities for the different modalities. We say that every observation of
modality m i is represented by a descriptor x ∈ℝd i , where d i is the dimensionality of the
descriptors used for modality m i .
As in the unimodal case, we assume that within a single modality, observations that have
similar descriptors also are semantically similar. As for establishing intermodal correspon
dences, we have essentially two choices: First, for specific descriptors, we might know that
descriptors between different modalities for a specific semantic entity are statistically depen
dent in a welldefined, sufficiently simple and sufficiently generic way. If we can define this
dependence in a stochastic manner, we can use it as a stochastic prior on our multimodal
semantic similarity measure. A simple example would be descriptors for visual modalities
(e.g. video, photos and textured 3D meshes), that all contain information about the color of
the described object. If we look at a textured 3D mesh on the one and a photo on the other
hand, we would find that meshes that have the same kinds of colors as a set of photos are
statistically more likely to also be semantically close, simply because they are more likely to
depict the same underlying object. Another example would be video with an audio channel,
where we could attempt to learn multimodal semantics by correlating audio and video data.
The descriptors can be made to contain a “time” coordinate, and things that are audible in
the audio channel at a specific time are more likely to be semantically related with image
data in the video channel from the same or a similar time.
Unfortunately, in our setting it is in not always trivial to find such priors, and those that can
be found (e.g. the one with color for visual modalities) are often not discriminative enough to
allow establishing crossmodal semantic correspondences from these priors alone. We there
fore pursue a different approach, which can be thought of as converting the initial unsuper
vised into a semisupervised learning problem: We assume that between certain pairs of
modalities, semantic correspondences are known. The goal is then to extrapolate, or interpo 
late respectively, from this knowledge such that a) we can also establish semantic correspon
dences between modalities where correspondences are not known beforehand, and b) we can
apply the semantic similarity measure s to observations for which no groundtruth corre
spondences are given at all. In practice, we turn to text labels which are widely available for
data from different modalities. Many openly accessible databases of visual and/or auditory
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data use userprovided labels (“tags”) to enable searching and navigating those databases.
While the semantic meaning of an object is generally a subjective concept, we assume that
those labels capture relevant aspects of the semantic meaning.
In this chapter, we look at how we can learn a similarity measure which can
1. tell us the similarity between observations within a certain modality, even if the
exact observations are not known at the time of training
2. tell us the similarity between observations from different modalities
We first have a brief look at related methods in chapter 4.1, and then propose our own exten
sion of the WSABIE method (compare 3.1.3) to support multiple modalities in chapter 4.2.
Finally, we introduce and evaluate an application that makes use of intermodal similarities
in chapter 4.2.2.

4.1

Related Work

Querying 2D image as well as 3D shape databases by handdrawn scribbles has been
addressed in a number of previous papers. [Chan et al. 1997] built on a common descrip 
torbased representation between images and scribbles in order to allow querying an image
database through handdrawn sketches. Recently, [Eitz et al. 2012] have implemented
sketchbased retrieval for 3D shapes. Their approach is based on rendering linedrawings of
the shapes in the 3D shape database from a variety of viewpoints, thereby allowing descrip
torbased methods from the area of image retrieval to be applied to 3D data. Since 2012, the
SHREC competitions also have a discipline on sketchbased 3D shape retrieval (compare [Li
et al. SKETCH 2012]).
More generally, [Yang et al. 2001] proposed a system to query databases of text, images,
video and audio data by either keywords or query objects. They use two internal retrieval
techniques 1. retrieval by keyword and 2. retrieval through descriptor matching. Descriptor
matching can only be performed within one modality, but keywords can be queried across
multiple modalities. Both techniques are combined in their system in the sense that initial
results of a descriptorbased (that is nonkeyword) query are used to initiate related
keywordbased subqueries and viceversa. The results of the initial query can then be
combined with the results of those subqueries. Thanks to this technique, crossmodal
descriptor queries are possible because of the automatically generated keywordbased sub
queries. While no initial learning is performed in their approach, user feedback can be incor
porated into future query results.
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4.2

Our Approach

To the best of our knowledge, previous methods for multimodal retrieval were either based
on common descriptors (which can not always be established), or on first performing a
transfer from the query modality into a textual label (keyword) domain and then back into
the target modality. Finergrained semantic properties can be lost in this transformation,
and aspects such as the fact that certain labels frequently occur together and can therefore
be regarded as related concepts are usually not taken into account. We propose a method
which builds on an embedding of different modalities into a common semantic space, on
which we define a similarity measure. Shared labels are utilized to initialize this space, and
as in [Weston et al. 2011] we explicitly represent the semantic relationship between different
labels by encouraging them to share dimensions in the space.

4.2.1

Multi-Modal WSABIE

Illustration 30: In contrast to the unimodal case (compare Illustration 17), we embed
multiple modalities, here 3D shapes X 1 and photographs X 2 , into the same latent space.
While labels are embedded through a single linear mapping U , each modality is embedded
by a different mapping V 1 ,... ,V n . Bases on an illustration by M. Wand and R. Herzog.
The method of [Weston et al. 2011] provides a good starting point because it partially decou
ples semantics – represented by positions in an explicit latent semantic space – from the
representation of the observations. As explained in chapter 3.1.3, the mapping from a
descriptor x ∈ℝd into the D dimensional semantic space is performed through a linear
transformation V ∈ℝ D×d . We extend the method to support observations from a number of
different modalities m 1 , ... , m n , where each modality can use different descriptors. The
descriptor for a sample from S mi is given by x ∈ℝd i . Note that descriptors from different
modalities can have different dimensionalities. To establish a multimodal semantic model,
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we want to map all the different descriptors into one common semantic space ℝ D . To do this,
we train a different linear mapping V i ∈ℝ

D×di

for each modality. The label set Y together

∣Y ∣×D

with its mapping U ∈ℝ
on the other hand is shared across all modalities, to provide a
“semantic glue” between the otherwise unrelated descriptors. Once all mappings have been
n

d

trained, the multimodal semantic similarity measure s : ∪ R i ℝ is given by
i =1

s  x , x ' :=V i x⋅V j x '

if x from modality mi and x ' from modality m j

We extend the stochastic gradient optimization scheme (compare chapter 3.1.3) as follows: In
each iteration, we randomly pick one modality m i . Then, gradients for V i and the label
mapping U are calculated just as in the unimodal case and the respective matrices are
updated. The probability at which each modality is chosen can be used to prioritize the preci
sion of certain modalities over others in the resulting semantic space. In our experiments, we
use uniform probabilities.

4.2.2

Application: A Multi-Modal Semantic Explorer

Illustration 31: Screenshots from the multimodal semantic explorer. The query object is in the
center. The nearest neighbors in the semantic space from different modalities are spread
around it. The size of the neighbors decreases with increasing distance from the query.
We implement an interactive tool to explore a multimodal database of objects. The user
starts the exploration by providing an initial query. This query can be given either as a label
entered through the keyboard, or in the form of an image file. First, the query is converted
into the corresponding descriptor. The semantic explorer application then maps the query
into a previously learned semantic space, and looks for the k nearest neighbors in that space
from each modality with respect to the semantic similarity measure s defined above. The
neighbors are visualized around the query and presented to the user. The user can then
refine and/or change their query by clicking on one of the results, thereby making the result
object the new query object. This step can be repeated.
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The option to query the database by an image query allows the user to take a photo with a
smart phone or other digital camera and query the database for semantically related objects.
For example, a user might look for a 3D mesh related to an object from the real world. Or
they might be interested in a semantically similar photograph of higher quality than the
query.
Because mapping descriptors into the latent semantic space is very efficient with the linear
mappings obtained from the multimodal WSABIE approach, we do not have to perform any
precomputation other than training those mappings. On our datasets consisting of up to
roughly 20,000 objects, simple lineartime sequential filtering without any index structures
was sufficient for realtime exploration of the data set without noticeable delays.

4.3

Evaluation

We evaluate the multimodal extension of WSABIE on two multimodal data sets:
1. 3D shapes from the Princeton Shape Benchmark together with our own scribbles
data set (see below)
2. 3D shapes from the Google 3D Warehouse data set together with photographs from
the LabelMe data set
For the Princeton Shape Benchmark and Google 3D Warehouse data set, we use the same
descriptors as explained previously in chapter 3.3.2.
Our Scribbles data set contains 374 handdrawn scribbles, stored as black and white images.
Each scribble appears twice in the data set, once in its original variant, and once mirrored
along the x axis. The data set was built ingroup specifically for the purpose of evaluating
multimodal learning. We assigned an average of 1.8 labels out of a label set of 24 labels to
each scribble. The labels themselves are inspired by the labels used in the Princeton Shape
Benchmark, and are of medium granularity (such as “human”, “car”, “guitar”). While we use
the same HOG descriptor as for LabelMe to avoid having to implement an additional
descriptor, we optimize parameters of the descriptor based on the information given in [Eitz
et al. 2012]. Because lines in scribbles are often not completely straight nor exact, we use a
reduced number of 4x4 spatial and 8 rotational bins for the HOG descriptor. Based on the
HOG descriptor, we build a single 256 dimensional Bag of Words descriptor for each scribble.
As a first experiment, we test how our multimodal semantic explorer works for the use case
of exploring a given multimodal data set. For this, we train a latent semantic space using
the multimodal WSABIE extension on the data sets introduced above. We query by meshes,
photographs, scribbles and labels. The nearest neighbors in the semantic space are visual
ized and can be evaluated subjectively. The results on the Princeton Shape Benchmark /
scribbles data set are shown in Illustrations 32, 33 and 34. We found the overall results to be
convincing. Failure cases are marked in the result illustrations.
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Illustration 32: Multimodal query results on the Princeton Shape Benchmark and scribble
data sets. A representative selection is shown. Query by scribble. The query object is in the
center. The nearest neighbors in the semantic space from different modalities are spread
around it. The size of the neighbors decreases with increasing distance from the query. In the
case of the guitar scribble, our method retrieves both meshes of guitars (correctly) as well as
humans (incorrectly). We believe that this is due to the geometric similarities between those
classes and the limited power of our descriptor to successfully discriminate between both.
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Illustration 33: Multimodal query results on the Princeton Shape Benchmark and scribble
data sets. A representative selection is shown. Query by mesh. As in the case of a scribble
query, the results for the guitar mesh query contain many false positives.
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Illustration 34: Multimodal query results on the Princeton Shape Benchmark and scribble
data sets. A representative selection is shown. Query by label.
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Illustration 35: Multimodal query results on the Google 3D Warehouse and LabelMe data
sets. A representative selection is shown. Query by photo. The query object is in the center. The
nearest neighbors in the semantic space from different modalities are spread around it. The
size of the neighbors decreases with increasing distance from the query. Note the failure case
of the face query. The beach photo query illustrates how semantically related concepts are
mapped close to each other in the latent space, showing meshes of boats. Similar effects can be
observed in for the road and motorcycle photo queries.
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Illustration 36: Multimodal query results on the Google 3D Warehouse and LabelMe data
sets. A representative selection is shown. Query by mesh. The failure case of the bottle query
shows the limits of the bag of features descriptor. The descriptor does not capture the global
shape of the bottle well, but is based on local pieces of it that have little discriminative power.
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Illustration 37: Multimodal query results on the Google 3D Warehouse and LabelMe data
sets. A representative selection is shown. Query by label. Our method has difficulties in
covering abstract attributes such as “cool”, as they cannot easily be associated with character
istic visual features. While the query by label “person” resulted in many shapes of human
beings, the retrieved photographs often do not contain any people.

We also tested multimodal querying with photos taken with a digital camera that were not
part of the training data set. Some results are shown in Illustration 38. We found that the
retrieval worked well as long as there was enough training data similar to the query. The
method frequently failed for query photos which had no or few globally close matches in the
training data, despite containing known objects in some of their parts.
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Illustration 38: Multimodal query results on the Google 3D Warehouse and LabelMe data
sets. Examples of querying by photos not in the data set. Note the following (partial) failure
cases: Our method failed to recognize the fact that the picture on the bottom right was taken
on a boat rather than a building. In the marked failure case (left bottom), the query results
had little in common with the query. We believe that this is due to the fact that while the
training data did contain some photos of animals, those were shot from different perspectives
and in different surroundings than our query image.
Evaluating the quality of multimodal query results quantitatively is difficult. Because
semantic similarity is a subjective concept, the correctness of returned results cannot be
easily assessed. There is the option of comparing a query object to the result objects by
comparing the respective associated groundtruth label sets. This metric only works if the
data sets from different modalities are labeled in a very similar fashion though. While our
approach to multimodal learning is itself based on the assumption that labels are shared
across modalities, it is designed to still work in cases where the set of overlapping labels is
relatively small. For the special application of scribblebased image retrieval, [Eitz et al.
2011] have introduced a benchmark data set. Unfortunately their data set is aimed at
descriptorbased methods. As a consequence, many labels do not come with the amount of
training data which is required by a learningbased approach such as ours. The results
would be difficult to compare to descriptor based methods which do not require training.
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5

Conclusion and Future Work

We have seen different methods for approaching the problem of semantically structuring
visual data. We derived a novel method for structuring multimodal visual data based on the
WSABIE method of [Weston et al. 2011] and demonstrated its performance in both uni
modal as well as the multimodal scenarios.
Our method is based on the assumption that semantic labels are assigned globally to a given
shape or image. In many cases, interesting information is contained in the local composition
of a shape or image though. One approach to introduce such aspects into our method is an
extension of our descriptors. For example [Xiong et al. 2011] introduce a mechanism in which
descriptors are enriched with application specific information about their neighborhood.
Another interesting approach is to explicitly extract local parts of a shape which are charac
teristic for a given semantic label, similar to [Shilane et al. 2007] and [Doersch et al. 2012].
Once we know which parts are characteristic for a label, we can use these parts to efficiently
localize instances of a semantic class in a huge scene, or even in a largescale scanned 3D
point cloud.
More work can be spent on our label aliasing idea. We see two aspects for future research:
First, it is likely that the model can be reformulated to be applicable to more general
machine learning problems. Its fundamental properties in a general setting could then be
explored. Second, we could not observe significant improvements in the label prediction
performance when utilizing label aliasing. More research is necessary to find out the exact
reasons for its failure in our specific setting.
Our multimodal learning approach could be applied to a larger number of modalities. More
applications can be developed on top of it.
An interesting challenge could be to refine largescale 3D scans (for example of a whole
town) by replacing individual objects in the scene (such as cars, houses, people etc.) with
more detailed, semantically equivalent 3D meshes. This problem poses three subproblems:
First, we must be able to locate instances of a given object class in the 3D scan. A solution to
the previously mentioned problem of learning characteristic parts for a label could prove
helpful here. Secondly, once we have located an object, we must find an appropriate replace
ment from a library of 3D meshes. Our multimodal learning approach can be utilized for
this problem, as it allows to establish a joint semantic similarity measure across both 3D
point cloud and 3D mesh data. Finally, the 3D mesh from the database must be rescaled and
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aligned properly to the corresponding object instance in the scanned 3D point cloud. A
constellation or partbased model over objects of the given class could provide a good basis
for this, and could potentially be integrated into our learning scheme.
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